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JULES CAMBON

FARM PRODUCTS

$19,443,849,381

AUSTRIAN LABOR

LADY ENID VANE

BRITISH SHIPS

OUSTS MINISTRY

THE YEAR'S OUTPUT OF NATION
SHOWS INCREASE OF $6,000,.
000,000 OVER 1916.
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TEXT OF FUEL ADMINISTRATOR
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Why United States

any doubt of It It Is the preposterous ot "diplomatic documents," of kale-erl- y CANARY ALIGHTS
but undeniable truth that there exists
and crown princely and govern
"
a large and powerful group of Ger mental and legislative speeches and
mans prosperous people and of high writings a voice whose Import Is a
. ON WOMAN'S HAT
attainment In certain specialties who thousand times confirmed, day after
decided to have great numbers of slm day and year after year, throughout
men under their orders go this age of slaughter by the actions Half Frozen Songster Seeks Comout and kill their fellow men, and con of the Germans and their government
(Special Information Service, U. 8. Department of Agriculture.)
fort With Stuffed Birds
tlnue to kill them In order to Increase Here and there a German cry of prothe power of the plotters. The great test Is beard; there Is a sound as of
BILLIONS IN FOOD HARVEST
PROTECT THEM.
and Finds Home.
majority of the men who did the actual something human walling for humankilling would obtain no benefit what ity on the vast wind of Germanism.
Chicago. A little canary bird, desever for themselves, and many of these Sometimes for a moment a name Is
perately cold at State and Madison
German soldiers might have brought heard out of the fatuous hurricane a streets,
spied two stuffed birds on the
little enthusiasm to their task If they name like Haase or Llebknecht or top of Mrs. Louis Brock's fur hat. He
had understood it, so they were told Harden and there seems to come the alighted, found it warm and comfy, -'tSZ
that they were fighting for the "exist murmur as of a troubled multitude and there he stayed. Mrs. Brock, who
an
ence" of the "Fatherland" and that who do not ride the wind; but the lives at 6802 Cornell avenue, felt the
"Russia began It" and "England be sounds are uncertain and come to us weight on her head and discovered the
but weakly. We can only hope "that bird. She had Just lost a Uttle bird
gan It"
Of course, a government which be- there Is some one there." Woodrow named Mike, who was noted In the
lieves In violating oaths that is, vio Wilson has culled to them In a loud neighborhood for the way In which he
lating the honor of the nation which voice, but they have nut known how could sing "Dearie, Dearie."
"At first Just for a moment I thought
it represents or controls such a gov- to answer If they would or could.
It might be Mike come back to me,"
ernment would He to Its own people.
Would Divide United States.
(It made Germany a perjurer, for the The German kaiser has really she said, "but I hud buried Mike in
German government stands before the thought persistently of all
world as Germany and acts as and for
countries In terms of destruction,
Germany until the German people re- and when he has spoken his private
move It, and only by removing it can
thoughts, bis speech hus always been:
Germans regain for Germany some "Let us find the best way to weaken
of
lost
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thing
govern' and injure them." Those real thoughts
mcnt deceived its own people first of his came out
characteristically
causes
about the immediate
of the when, on his yacht at Kiel, he said that
war, then about the historical causes Europe bad mude a grout mistake In
of the war, and then most vehemently not strongly favoring t lie South during
about the character and Intentions of our Civil war, for thus two weak
Ratproofing Dwellings and Storehouse Will Reduce Food Losses.
the allies opposed to Germany.
countries might huve been created to
Lies.
take
of
the
Union.
the
Germany's
place
powerful
Is there a doubt anywhere that the Something might be hoped for even
.
9
went
he
on, If the Eust and West
tt
German rulers will He, In any manner yet,
PROTECT FOOD BILLIONS;
DESTROY RATS AND MICE $
whatsoever, If they believe the He will could be sufficiently stirred up against
result to their own advantage? Then each other. There is the kaiser's fortake one He with which they have eign policy and the order of his mind
We have billions of bushels
filled Germany : That the president of and of his heart. What he meant was
of food worth billions of dollars.
Let's protect these billions. We
the United States and the American that It would be a good and beneficiul
need all of them. Let's not alcongress, with the American people thing If the people of our Eastern and
low rats and mice to take their
behind them, declared the United Western states could be brought to
Estimate
of Department of Agr0
toll of millions this year
States to be In a state of war with the kill one another In great numbers and
iculture
for
1917.
German empire becuuse the American thus the Union yet be divided.
is their annual bill of deThe kaiser twice played wantonly
struction. Trapping, poisoning,
munition makers wanted to make
more money, and Mr. J. P. Morgan aid without the slightest provocation
and
buildings will
STATE OF ILLINOIS IN LEAD
was afraid of the depreciation of bis on the verge of wur with the United
help reduce this enormous food
States once on the coust of Venezuela
loss. Organized rat hunts by
loans to England!
communities are effective. In
There are two significant things and once in Munlla buy. While GerFarm Value of Nation's Production
one Ohio town a few years ago
about this He. One Is the state of many was In a stute of friendship with
Two and
Times That of
each of two organized teams
mind of the German politician who England, he proposed to Russia that
1909 Crops Include Cereals, Pokilled more than 8,000 rats, and
Spied Two Stuffed Birds.
puts it forth, and the other Is the state Russia and Germany attuck England;
a dinner for all the hunters was
tatoes, Hay and Cotton Lint
of mind of the unfortunate German and while Germany was la a state of Jackson
park, and then dug him up
the penalty for tbe losing side.
subject who believes, It. The politician friendship with the United States he and had him stuffed, and lie's on the
to
Thirteen principal farm crops In this
Boards of trade, civic societies,
England that England and
must necessarily count on an abysmal proposed
In my parlor now, so I knew It
piano
Mexico
seize
and destroy the
In 1917 bad a value at the
In
and citizens' associations
Ignorance as well as a loyal credulity Germany
Mike. I liked the new bird, country
be
couldn't
His agent Zimmerfarm of 110.700,000,000, according to
towns, and farmers' and women's
In the subject ; and the politician who Monroe doctrine.
a store to
so
him
took
Into
I
though,
clubs In rural communities
uses such lies Is of a type we know man, asked Mexico to propose treach- get a cage. I got off at the wrong estimates of the United States departshould find this matter worthy of
In our own country, In certain lower ery to Japun, that the two together floor, and the little fellow becume ment of agriculture, or nearly two and
times the value for the census
their efforts. Farmers' Bulletin
forms of
manipulation. might dismember and plunder the frightened and got lost in the draperies
s
896 tells how individuals and
But In Germany this type better ed- United States. His diplomatic agent, section, where he flew about for hours, year 1909. This amount is about
In Buenos Aires by courtesy I
of the value of all crops. These
communities can fight rats and
in at lust, though, and now I'm
ucated, Incomparably more powerful, resident
got
mice. Write to the United States
but nevertheless the moral twin of one of the Argentine government, makes going to take him home to take the crops Include seven cereals, flaxseed,
potatoes, sweet potatoes, tame hay, todepartment of agriculture for It
of our corrupt precinct committeemen treacherous use of the Swedish lega- pluce of Mike."
Mrs. Brock attained some distinction bacco, and cotton lint Three states
of the slums Is In actual high control tion to send word to Germans bow to
of the German destiny and has as its destroy Argentine ships and "leave no last yeur when she undertook to care stand out far In the lead In their share
we for MarJorle
and unprecedented total, Mississippi river 9 per cent, and the
obedient machine, not ward heelers trace." This phrase, with which ImDelbridge, the white child of this great
Illinois Is in the front with a value of section west of the river 13 per cent.
from the barrel houses, but the most are familiar mainly through the
brought up by Mummy Jacksoti.
of the "movies"
$775,000,000 for these crops, Iowa is Tbe smallest share of the total value
terrible army known in history. And possible "villains"
e
next with $712,000,000, and Texas Is of the 13 crops remains to the North
dime novels and
if the German spirit truly manifests end of
GIRL
RIVAL third with $647,000,000.
TAKES
FROM
Atlantic states and to the Western
Itself through such an agency, It is a melodramas "leave no trace," mean
The position of Texas is determined states, 7 per cent each.
"sink the ships and murder every
ing
of
such
so
and
sinister
mighty
spirit
West Virginian Enforces Demand at by the cotton crop, which was much
The relative standing of the various
ill omen to us that we must either ex- soul on board" this message Is not
Point of Unloaded Gun In Wild
damaged by drought; In 1916 and In divisions of states in value of chief
orcise It by high explosives or be its that of a "stage or movie villain."
West Manner.
the average of the preceding five years crops may be better understood when
Not at all ! It Is a German governslaves.
Texas led all the states in the total it Is remembered that the corn crop of
mental message regurding ships beVoice From Germany.
Kingwood, W. Vo. Taking his girl value of these crops, and this with- 1917 has an estimated value of
longing to citizens of a friendly power,
For this Is the voice that we hear and is sent by a German nobleman in out of an automobile from the hands out including cottonseed In the value
cotton lint $1,452,000,000, bay
from Germany :
wheat $1307,000,000,
the German diplomatic service to other of his rival at the point of a gun und of the cotton crop. The states that $1,359,000,000,
was
own
in
his
machine
her
"We Germans," It trumpets, "we officials of the German government. taking
follow In order after Texas in 1917 are oats $1,061,000,000 ; and that the North
Lee
stunt
wild
West
the
performed by
are God's chosen people. His special More, It Is a characteristic work of the
Ohio, Missouri, Indiana, Georgia, and Central states enormously produce
favorites, and God Is German himself. German governmental kind. And it Brown of Howesville, near here. Later Minnesota, with values ranging from corn, wheat, oats, and bay, and the
was
Brown
arrested
and
fined
Magby
Southern states cotton, with strong
God rules over us In the person of our Is an actual snapshot of the person$470,000,000 to $418,000,000,
istrate W. M. Murdock for currying
Great Achievement
support from corn, tobacco, sweet pokaiser, whom he appointed for that ality of the German government.
These figures represent a great tatoes, and rice.
The government of the United States concealed weapons.
purpose. We are better than all other
The girl was Miss Anna llowurd, achievement by the nation's agriculpeople of the earth ; we are wiser and and the governments of the world are
Get Rid of Rats and Mica.
purer and nobler and more Industrious literally unable to make peace with the with whom Brown had an appoint- tural forces, and the workers well dement to go driving. Instead, she went serve to be cited for commendation.
and more learned and stronger and people thus revealed.
n
the
United States rats and mica
out with Hunter Perrll and another But it is not the time to rest on these
cleverer and kinder and braver and
Why We Entered War.
Brown encountered the purty gains. It is a time to plan for greater destroy each year In homes, factories,
couple.
more spiritual and more warlike than
The people of the United States on the road and
his own ma- efforts this year, as Secretary Houston stores and warehouses, In cars and on
all others.
would have borne almost anything chine across the swinging
ships, crops, poultry, and other propand
road
blocking it recently pointed out
"We are so much greater than they from Germany If they could have be
erty valued at more than $200,000,000
was
old
an
which
he
divirevolver,
pulled
In
the
our
geographic
comparing
that whatever we do to advance
an amount equivalent to the gross
lieved that the German's cause was not loaded. He demanded the surrensions of the country with one another
own Interests, at the cost of theirs, is
of an army of 200,000 men.
a good one or that the war der of his
earnings
originally
out
and
who
got
of
girl,
for 1917, the great predominance
eaten and wasted by rat and
right and praiseworthy. If we kill a was "forced upon Germany."
But
Grain,
toBrown's
machine
aboard
ami
states
is conspicu- mice on
the North Central
great many of them, those who survive knowing what we did, when the Germany farms would pay all of
off.
ous, and their production Is mostly hu- the farmer's taxes.
will In the end be improved, because mans, after murdering great numbers gether they drove
12
man food nnd animal food. The
they will work for us and learn some of our fellow citizens and quibbling
States, communities and individuals
thing by observing us. Any deceit Is for many, many months about these AGED MAN DIGS OWN GRAVE chief crops produced In these states, can help eliminate rats and mice:
for cotton does not appear, had a value
proper and morally correct if It bene- murders when they told us to keepj
By requiring that all new buildings,
or over 48 per
fits us ; and when we practice a policy our ships In port or they would sink Falls Into It While Removing the Sup- that Is nearly
13 crops for wharves, and other structures be
the
of
of
value
the
cent
Dead
of terror upon those who oppose us It them; we found that Germany's conIs
When
and
ports
that existing buildings of
the whole country. Of this division,
Is really philanthropy and shows how duct toward us was not to be disTaken Out
construction be further protectwest
of
the
the
section
Mississippi
survivors
we
because
the
are,
gentle
tinguished from making war upon us,
or ed by having basement windows and
learn through our cruelty that It Is and we decided that our citizens should
Rising City, Neb. It Is rarely that a river produced the greater value,
drains covered with screens, gratings,
27
over
of
the
nation's
total,
cent
the
per
therefore
rareto
useless
they
oppose us,
not be killed continuously by a coun man digs his own grave and more
etc.; and that existing buildings that
21
eastern
section
the
while
ours.
We
produced
to
wills
sooner submit their
which was "at peace" with us, ly that he is doomed to occupy It as
be made so by reare not
try
cent
we
no
per
matter
what
cannot do wrong,
and we would not take orders from soon us It Is dug. Yet Frank Krenk of
modeling.
In
South.
Production
our
we
do is for
do, so long as all that
Germany to remain In port and away Able, Neb., did both.
By constructing sewers and drains
The entire South produced nearly
accomown benefit And, since our nature Is from the high seas. Germany does not
Krenk, who was seventy-five- ,
so
that they will not provide entrance
s
the
of
total
value
of
the
neceswarlike, war is beautiful and
Joseph
make and enforce the laws of and for panied by his
and retreat for rats.
had just completed digging the nation's 13 crops, or 36V4 per cent,
sary. We study In peace times how to the United States not without enBy Insisting on greater cleanliness
use every man of us In time of war, countering some resistance from Amer- -' grave In the Notional cemetery here and this fraction was divided among
and generally
and that is our great glory. By our leans. So we disobeyed Germany, and when the accident happened. Krenk the three sections so that the South about markets, stores,
14 per cent, throughout cities, villages, and the
bright swords we will take possession would not paint the commanded yel-- ! wishing his body to be burled deep at Atlantic states produced
of the earth, which ought to belong low stripes upon the hulls of the one his death, bad dug the grave to a the South Central section east of the country districts.
By threshing and marketing groin
to us, because we are Germans. We ship a week which was to be permit-- depth of more than ten feet. In re
so that stacks will not furnish
early
fell
intc
Krenk
believe in the heaviest possible breed ted upon the Atlantic ocean.
the
supports
moving
NEEDED
EFFORTS
harboring
GREATER
places and food for rats.
his
up
bead
grow
that
of
may
the
babies,
they
foremost,
breaking
grave
ing
We found ourselves in a state of
By removing piles of straw, trash,
SAYS SECRETARY HOUSTON
and be trained to carry liquid fire and war because the German government, neck.
and lumber which harbor rats In fields
He was dead when taken out. He
poison against any opposition to us. having forced a war upon Europe with
and vacant lots.
of
nation
farmers
the
are
real
the
we
That
the
had
taken
was
buried
he
all
in
the
same,
the grave
only
And,
the object of dominating that contihave generously responded to
By protecting the hawks, owls and
peace lovers In this malign and preju- nent and subsequently the world, In- so much pains to prepare.
other natural enemies of rats which
the appeals for increased prodiced world, which, except for us and
and
United
the
States,
having
cluding
lire not so destructive to poultry as
the Austrlans and the Bulgarians and carried on the war with unnecessary irittrhiiirtrCrCiirlr&irCrlrlrCitrlr&tiftirb-ki- t
duction, and that much has alrats themselves.
been done to insure a large
the Turks, Is composed exclusively of cruelty and the employment of treachready
g
YEA, BO! COLLEGE
dogs on
By keeping
supply of food and feedstuffs.
stupid ruffians who were so jealous ery whenever It considered treachery
in their acfarms and about city warehouses.
Justifies no
and envious of us that they forced useful, we found ourselves In a state
FOR HOBOES IS LATEST
tivities or in these of all agriI(y keeping provisions which rats
this war upon us, hoping to make some of war because the German governand
and mice wUl attack In
cultural agencies. On the conCincinnati. A college for homoney out of us by annihilating us. ment was killing our citizens as a
mouse-proo- f
containers.
We love peace, and are fighting for our means of enforcing Us will upon us.
trary, even greater efforts must
boes! Teh, that's the latest edube put forth la the coming
By destroying rats and mice sys
mere existence that is, the right to That would seem to be war killing us
cational endeavor In this center
months If we are to meet satistematically by poisoning, trapping and
of social uplift The college Is
adjust our frontiers so that they will to make us obey no? American citiby organized systematic hunts.
include the countries which we have zens have their own government and
factorily the domestic demands
to be established by the Interand the needs of the nations
national Hobo College Board, Inconquered by the sword. For lnstanoe, prefer to live under their own laws.!
with which we are associated in
we must never again be threatened by That Is why we began to fight
The sugar specialists of the bureau
corporation papers having been
this struggle. There must be no
an Invasion through Belgium. We
of chemistry have devised Improved
taken out James Eads Howe of
because
our
We
continue
beginning
breakdown on the farms, no failmethods of preparing cane sirup tbat
St. Louis, known as the millionprepared for this war as no country the German government is the same
ure of foods, feedstuffs, or clothever before prepared not even In 1870,
will neither crystallize nor ferment.
aire hobo, Is one of the lncor- was a few months
It
that
government
ing. I cannot emphasize too
These methods are being adopted comwhen we made war on France and we
of
The
the
2
purpose
porators.
makwas
we
found
when
that
it
were forced to begin it because we ago war
strongly the urgent necessity of
mercially. Tbe department Is developupon us and we ha-- ! no ? Institution, as set forth In the
doing everything possible to
bad to begin It before somebody else ing
ing Improved methods of clarifying
Incorporation papers, is to carry
choice but to fight It until either t
bring about a still further indid."
this sirup.
Is thoroughly whipped or some better $ on literary and educational work
crease in the production of all
Protests Are Weak.
among the unemployed and to
Kina 01 uermans uermans 01 gooa
essential commodities, particumoral
their
and
v
The preparation of sweet potato
"mental,
honordevelop
and
of
an
we
hear sense, good feeling,
That Is the German voice as
of the staple crops and live
S
larly
forces."
flour Is under Investigation by the
spiritual
Ger
control
of
able
reliability get
It clamoring with the hundred and
stock. Secretary Houston.
United States department of agriculhundred thousand tongues of books, many.
ture.
Peace will come as oon as they do.
of pamphlets, of editorials, of sermons,

Oar Part in Feeding the Nation

Is Fighting

Evidence of German Duplicity and Aggression That Hat Grown
Ever Stronger a the Great World Conflict Has Progressed
By BOOTH TARKINGTON

ordinary roan can
part of other governments. It was
during bis boyhood there clear, too, that Russia bad been bound
one vital point upon which to protect Serbia from Austria, and
he always insisted whenever he that Germany understood this and
was threatened with discipline for get- knew that Austria's attack on Serbia
meant war between Austria and Rus
ting into a fight: "He began It!"
Boys realize that justice rests upon sia, which also meant, of course, war
the question, Who was the assailant? between Germany and Russia and beAnd almost every boy has more than tween Germany and France, since the
once suffered under the sting of an latter was Russia's ally.
adult Injustice which, declining to InNothing could have been more sig
vestigate, punished htm for "fighting" nificant than this, that Germany, being
when he had been merely defending herself already prepared down to the
does last buckle for Immediate war, dehimself. Of course,
not consist entirely of warding ges- clared war on Russia for the alleged
tures, for if it did It could not defend. reason that Russia was getting preA person attacked must either be pared for war. We know this sort of
beaten or take his choice of running tnlk of old in a thousand trials for
murder in our own coun
away or of striking back; and if the
shouts the murassailant is the speedier, running away try.
Is a mere postponement of being derer's attorney. "The deceased mode
beaten. But spectators of a conflict a motion toward his hip pocket." Ger
(especially if they have not noted or many stood with a bright new auto
comprehended its beginning) almost matte revolver In hand, and Russia
always take a superior position of dis- made a motion toward the hip pocket
where there was later found a pen"Brutes!" they
gusted impartiality.
They ought to be knife with two blades broken. "Selfsay. "Fighting!
usliumed of themselves!"
defense," Germany claimed loudly
A boy through her attorneys.
"He made a
1 remember such a case.
friend of mine, an awkward but spir- motion toward his hip pocket; so I
was returning alone had to shoot him."
ited
from an afternoon's skating when a
The German chancellor declared in
sturdier, shorter boy the same age, the reichstag that Russia made this
opposed his progress, and addressed fatal motion toward the hip pocket In
to blm the provocative formula, "Who spite of England's effort to keep peace.
you lookln' at, you dern fool you?" Russia "began it," said the chancel'
My friend replied placatively that he lor and then a few days later all Ger
wasn't looking at anything, whereupon many began shouting that England
the stranger demanded hotly: "You "began It!" This was when England
call me nothln', do you?" and, striking fulfilled her oath to Belgium, and Gerhim suddenly upon the mouth, snatched many broke her own.
his skates and turned to make away
Evidence Grows Stronger.
with them.
The evidence went more and more
Enter the Peacemaker.
against Germany, and there were some
My friend managed to trip the little vicious sidelights which made the case
thief, however, and the latter, rlsln:,
'struck out fiercely, whereupon a fight
of some duration took place. It was
interrupted by an elderly pedestrian,
shocked and indignant "You scoundrels 1" he said. "Fighting! Stop it!"
Then for emphasis be struck my friend
a sharp blow across the face with an
umbrella, and forced his way between
the combatants. "But he's got my
skates!" my friend cried. "Shame!"
was the response. "If I knew your
fathers and mothers I'd see that you
were both whipped for fighting.
Shame!"
My friend tried desperately to dodge
round the peacemaker, hoping to recover his Bkates from the other boy,
but he failed, for the elderly man
seized blm by the collar. "You would,
would you? Trying to get at him
again, you little beast ! No, you don't !
Ill teach you to stop fighting when I
tell you tol" Thereupon my friend
got the shaking of his life, and, though
he tried throughout this martyrdom to
convince his shaker that he "didn't
begin It" and that the other boy had
bis skates, and was now running away
with them, be was unsuccessful in removing the Impression that all belligerents are wicked. "There I" said the
elderly man, releasing him at last ; "let
me catch you fighting again and I'll
Booth Tarklngten.
give you a worse onel Go on home!
The German
Get out of this neighborhood t I don't stronger against her.
want to listen to you !"
army was sent into the peaceful little
80, bloody and dizzy, my friend went country of Belgium, which It turned
on his way, and the elderly man pro- Into a slaughterhouse, with the owners
ceeded, convinced that he had con- for victims, and the German governducted himself In a manner beneficial ment said that the German army did
this because it would help Germany to
to public morals.
What Every Bey Understands.
conquer France. At the same time the
Now, as any boy understands that Germans In authority told a great
the most Important question about any number of lies to excuse themselves.
were
fight la "Who started It?" so any boy They said that they knew they
also understands that the question doing a wrong thing, and that they
next in order and next In importance were breaking the law and violating
Is "Why did he start It?" Any boy their oath; and nevertheless they
understands that a Just peace cannot claimed that they were Justified bebe made unless It takes these two cause the Belgians were a wicked
soon to
questions Into vital accounts, and that people and France Intended
to Belgium) as Gerdisciplinary measures not founded behave (In respect
upon them, are arbitrary and unjust many was behaving. Altogether, the
and vicious. Any boy understands tricklnesS and cruelty of Germany in
that a peacemaker or disciplinarian the Belgian matter caused our opinions
who places both belligerents upon the of the German government (concerning who began it) to become much
. same plane is not only unjust but. In
effect, stupidly partial to the cause darker. So far as Belgium went, the
of the guilty belligerent for one bel- Germans were finally and absolutely
convicted In the plain sight of all men ;
ligerent Is guilty.
they
When the war began In August, convicted of lies as odious as most
were stupid; convicted of the
1014, all those neutrals who wished to
plotting; conunderstand the right and wrong of abominable,
not seen on earth
selfishness
a
of
victed
the matter, that their opinions might
and of a
not be unjust, began to seek every since the seventeenth century sixteenth.
source of Information which might cruelty not known since the
Of course, men who were capable of
help them to learn who started It and
In regard to Belgium were
why. At first as the sources of Infor- these things
mation were not Immediately at hand of a character distinctly capable of
there seemed room for argument, having plotted the great war; and,
Belgium, they would
though on the face of things it was as they lied about of
apparent that Austria first declared lie about the rest
Evidence Leaves No Doubt
a war upon Serbia and Germany then
declared war upon Russia and France.
Since then evidence has plied up
We saw plainly that Serbia had been evidence not circumstantial but so dibegging and squirming to avoid war rect that It leaves no doubt This eviand that Russia had been working for dence is colossal and conclusive, and
peace. Austria and Germany were the is almost all German. It Is no longer
countries that declared war, and, of possible to debate the question, and
course, until somebody did actually de- the court has decided the court conclare war or actually make war there sisting of the nations of the world.
was a chance of peace.
That court found that Germans plotted
to dominate the world and decided and
What Documents Disclosed.
As soon as the diplomatic documents attempted to kill the men and women
were published we all saw any per- and children of certain other nations,
and to continue the killing until these
son who could read was able to aee
that Austria had been bent upon war nations submitted to German dominawith Serbia and that Germany bad tion, after which all remaining nations
wanted Austria to make such a war, would be compelled to submit
It seemed Incredible that there were
and, under a rather careless pretext of
wishing to preserve the peace, had such Ideas left over in the twentieth
actually prevented peacemaking on the century world, but there is no longer
VwVWwVVwVwVVVwVwwMAArVWWA
M .U. . . lllllllX.lW.lii"
to fail In an undertaking,
SAYS THERE IS WO BAD LUCK a "run of luck." But if that "run" are going
lasts three months, the opposite run" you are promising yourself disaster
lasts equally long. If the in advance, you are merely saying to
Writer Declares That Suspicion Claims generally
holds up for a year, the yourself: "I know I'm not equal to
luck
good
the Person Who Predicts His
luck
bad
during the next year. that ril faU down on It sure." Disappears
Own Misfortune.
Throw away
card
habitual
Any
player, unless he miss the premonition.
"charms" and talismans. Get on
the
an
or
a
is
unusually
very poor player
There is no such thing as "bad lack."
win- the Job!
The belief in it is a gross superstition. good one, will tell yon that his
It is claimed that there is a lot of luck nings and losses Just about counterRight and Wrong.
In poker. My observation, writes James balance. In poker, as in life, the final
There are eternal laws of right and
Hay, Jr., in IfcCIure's Magazine, has determining factor is skill, knowledge
been that the man who wins at poker of the game, patience, taking advan- wrong in which we are all concerned.
We cannot Ignore them when their
consistently is merely the best play- tage of opportunities.
If yon have a premonition that 70a time of testing cornea There are mo
er of poker. There are some who have
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ments when, if not actively working
for the right we are practicaUy ranging ourselves against it observes the
Chicago News. No single unit of humanity can cut Itself away from the
universal claim, when that claim comes
to be enforced. It is duty, says Wordsworth, that holds the stars In their
place and preserves "the ancient
heavens" from wrong. In similar manner It is duty that binds together the
social universe, giving each one of us
his appointed work, his rightful toll,
his possible crown.

Wife Must Walk Backward in Kitchen.
Omer, Mich. Ellphalet Jones of this
place Is a man of Ingenuity. When
be married a woman who had one leg
longer than the other he conceived
the Idea of building the kitchen floor
on a slant so that she could walk
across the room without limping. Now
the man Is being sued for divorce on
account of the slant floor. Mrs. Jones
says the floor is all right when she
goes to the sink, but when she travels
from the sink to the stove she has to
walk backward.

TO GET EARLY CAULIFLOWER

GROWING

Seed Should Be Sown In Mild Hotbed
or Cold Frame, Early Give
Plenty Fresh Air.

Best Results Obtained If Sown in Cold
Frames and Beds Given Plenty
of Fresh Air.

To secure the best results In growing early cauliflower, the seed should
be sown in a mild hotbed or good cold
frame early, and the seed should be
covered with about half an inch of
fine, rich earth. As they grow, every
opportunity should be taken to harden
the plant by giving them plenty of
fresh air.

The best results are obtained In
growing any kind of lettuce if the seed
Is sown In cold frames, and the beds
given fresh air as often as It is possible
without danger of Injuring the tender
plants. Tbe seed should not be covered more than half an inch la this
bed, and the soil should be very light
and rich.
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to under-

vessels and people of his own coun-ry were beinj,' sunk and killed, and
he fails to urce congress and the
by
people to prepare themselves
building guns and training! men for
eventualities, can go before an incommittee
contentedly
vestigation
smoking a cigar and boast of the
efficiency of Iris department? If that
is efficiency, what in the world is in
efficiency? Las Cruces Kepublic.
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It did not take Judge Holloman
tus
long to hand tne government
railroad gold brick the New Mexico central. Although he has per- lifted the s.ale to go on It IS not
likely that the intending purchasers
will now take the chance of the gov- ernment letting tnem tear up me iracK
deliver the rails to Japan. We
believe Judge Holloman has put one
over and saved the road to the
Socorro
pie of Estancia valley.
Chief lain.
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stand how a man who has been secretary of war for a year or 50 when
the bijifjcst war in history was delu-int- ?
the world with blood, when the
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PUBLIC LAND

To Resume National Advertising
First Real Wetness Of Winter
The first moisture of the winter
At a meeting of the advertising
that amounted to anything fell over committee of the Chamber of
this part of the state last Sunday
held Wednesday afternoon it
night, and Monday morning between was decided to resume the advertisfour and five inches of snow lay on. ing in the Literary Digest for the
the ground. In the mountain dis months of February, March and
tricts to the north and west of the April.
This advertising had been
city, there was more. This moisture discontinued for some months and
was welcomed by all and was a fore- - the effect was so noticeable that it
runner for more, breaking a long! was considered advisable to resume
dry spell that was becoming sexious. it. Winter resort advertising should
This snow will be good for the! be especially appealing at this time
range and the wheat fields. Stock to people in the zero zones in the
Com-pier-
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Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
30; T.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
28 S.. K. 1 W.. SEtfSWl.
Sec 31: I.
Notice is hereby givea that pursuaat S., K. 3 E., containing SO acres selected loa(o the provisions of an Act of Congress, the Santa Fe and tyrant County Railrnaw
approved Jane 20, 1910, laws of the Bond Fnud. The iuprovesmease ossssist d
Slate of New Mexico and the rules and fencing, value $20.00.
'I
regulations of the State Land Office, the
of Public Lands will offer
Coinmiftwioner
No bid on the above described tract
at public sale, to the highest bidder, at of land will be accepted for less than
9 o cluck A. M., on Tuesday, March 26th, THREE DOLLARS
($3.00) pcr acre whioa
1918 in the town of Carrizozo,
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he had no time to reply to the at- - tne two wings to settle all differ-tacversary of the date of contract partial pay. ral", well, reservoir and fencing, value
nd to get togi ther. The re-i- n
"1 am infinitely less interested enees
ments to be credited on the anniveraary $2600.00.
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Cross
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a
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Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund 19; WXiNEtf,
Sec. 22; Lot
tional motto at this time should be Central Committee, with Thomas B. made by the various reports
3, 4.
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except
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war"
must pay tn cash or certified exchange at for the Santa re and Grant Countv Rail- of
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Chapter.
the time of sale
of the purchase read Bond Fund.
OPPOSES COUNCIL
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There are no improve
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collected from all sources, anil exper cent interest in advance for the balance
C.
C.
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Sale No. 1M1
StfSWtf, Sec. 5; NSW54.
berlain's statement, but announced D. Sena, W. G. Sargent, Fred Lopez, penditures
quired to execute a contract providing for Lots 2, 3, Sec. 7; NJ4NEJ4, Sec. 8; Ny5Nf,
balance on hand of $183.73.
the payment of the balance of such pur. Sec. 10; T. 26 S R. 6 E
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Patriocio
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N(4NEX,
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Sec.
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WK.NEX,
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SEX,
Baca,
SEXNE,
seriously delaying further progress.
eleven scarfs and ten pairs of wrist- Sec. 22; EX, EXNWX, Sec. 23; All of Sec.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or 24; NEX,
When the Senate was convened
lets.
Sec
SXSWX.
NJ4NWX,
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his a Rent holding such sale reserves the NWX. SEXNWX, SX,
JUDCE HOLLOMAN DIRECTS
Chamberlain,
NEXNEX, Sec 26;
yesterday, Senator
l'l.uis are under way for extensive.
right to reject any and all bids offered All of Sec. 27; All of Sec.
All of Sec
28;
speaking to a point of personal
at said sale.
organization work throughout the
33; All of Sec 34; All of Sec 35; T. 19
privileg , made a three-hou- r
Judge Reed Holloman, of the First county.
speech
S., R. 12 E., containing 8640 acres.
There
Possession under enntraeta nt aa1
in which he endeavored earnestly to Judicial district, will conduct th
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no improvement.
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and
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the
above
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will
tracts
be
given
prove the tru h of his original state- - work of th? next Liberty Loan drive
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went to Tres Piedras and assistSale No. 103
NXNWX, Sec. 24; NWX
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of an auxiliary
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branded as false. He declar d that, direction of the Federal Reserve bank unit with organization
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are no improvefifty-nin- e
and
members,
GREATEST
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State
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Land Office of the State of
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1918.
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tee on Military Attairs, he had been Mexico lies partly in the districts
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Interest in Red Cross work is
All of Sec 16; All ol
Sale No. MM
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
in position to get the facts, and that direct d by Kansas City and Dallas. growing, and quite a number of our
Sec. 36; T. 19 S., R. 12 E., containing 1280
Commissioner of Public Lands,
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There
are
no
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State of Nfttr irwir
the
u mw mm vw llii
President had been only partly in- - prise the counties of San Juan, Rio work and are "attending toup their
First Publication Tanuarv IR. lis.
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No bid on the above described tract
I
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i
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Publication
March 22,
formed or misinformed.
He expres- - Arriba, Santa Fe, Taos, Colfax, Mora, knitting" with great enthusiasm.
of laffd will be accepted for less than
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre which
sed the highest respect for the Presi- - San Miguel, Union, Quay.
Taos Valley News.
is
the appraised value thereof and ia adIn
drive
dent and the Secretary of War. but'
the
for the sale of the
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
dition thereto the successful bidder must
said that the people ought to know Second Liberty Loan bonds of 1917,1
pay for the improvements that exist oa
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
lUnnAlVlLh
the land.
the exact facts, and that he felt it the state was apportioned among the
to be hit duty to present the facts. several district judges, each judge
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Each of the above described tract at
PATRIOTIC DUTY
directing the work in hi district. In Coldest Weather In Eight Year
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DONA ANA COUNTY.
was
drive
Holloman
that
in
below
zero
is
ly.
Judge
Eighteen
cold,
The people of his country may
pretty
charge of the work composed of the That is what registered early Mon- Office of the Commissioner of Public
not see this as I d"). but as chairThe above sale of lands will be subject
Lands.
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dunim orFe.aanHo vn, iio solicit
jirrioa nay morning in Muriarty, while
man of the military committee
to the following terms and condition,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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earnestly
as an American citizen and a
below, the
Notice Is hereby riven that nursuant
the assistance of every loyal and coldest since the winter of 1909, when
to the provisions nt an
member of this distinguished
. nin Act , of Congresa.
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.
, ' Except for lands (elected for the Ssata
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State
of
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It
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that
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Land
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State
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regulation
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American
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2
at
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sale,
n
public
clouds through which the
degrees
highest bidder,
offered by him for the land, four
P. M., on Thursday, March 28th, price ceat latere
of his capacity.
five hours.
St in sdvancc for th
I have no hesitancy in assuring the amusement lovers of Santa o'clock
per
neople may see, I will feel
yio, in me lown oi iai truces,
balance of ouch purchase price, the fees
Fe and vicinity, there has never appeared ii this city an attraction
that my efforts have not been in
of Dona Ana, State of
New Mexico, in for
aad
advertising
appraisement and all
Democratic pre
front of the court house therein, the fol- coat incidental
camouflenr of; Will Mold Patriotic Service
more worthy of the patronage that has everywhere been accorded
vain.
sale herein, end
t. the
1917 and 1918 will take rank in Amer- each and all ol aaid amount
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this most excellent comedy. The Denver newspapers during the lowing described tracts of land vis:
cash
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certified
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engagement
amount
and
E
R.
2
valiant
,
heroic that ever fit, bled the Methodist church on Sunday
The and all of them are subject to forfeiture
have told it under ordinary cirnumerous personal requests caused a return engagement, a
containing 40 acres.
irnnrnvessents consist of surface tank, value to the State of, New Mexico
if the success- -,
cumstances.
It do it as a man and died for 'he (rand old cause of evening, February 3rd. This will be
event in Denver.
$350.00.
ful bidder doe
aot execute a contract
The temporal reward n honor of all the boy now in the
Deception.
who loves his country best of all
lhe New York papers during all of the past season and the Chicago
withia thirty day after it ha been mailed
real service from the Morlarty conferSale Na. M7I
NXNWX, SEXNWX. Sec to him by the State Land Office, aaid
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papers during the entire summer of 1916, were also unanimous. This
25; T. 24 S . R. 4 W., EX. Sec 21; T. contract to provide that the purchaser may
life for it. I do it fearlessly as
money.
is the only attraction ever known to make two transcontinental tours
ence, which includes the entire north
24 S. R. 5 W, NX, Sec 6; SX. Sec S: at hi
option make perm eats of aot lee
n American citizen who desires
end of the valley Everybody is inin one season, it appeared in Denver Jan. 6 and week. For its second
NX, Sec 9; T. 25 S., R. I W containing than
of ninety-fiv- e
per ceat
1387.30 acre
selected for the Santa Fe and of the purchase price at any time
to help and not to hinder.
visit. The original cast and production will appear in Santa Fe, Jan.
The Colossus of Asses: William vited. A special invitation i extendafter
County Railroad Bond Fund. There the sale and prior to the expiration of
28.
Prices $1.00 to $1.50; To miss seeing this attraction is to miss Grant
Thrse are the development of the Jermany Stone, who serves ia the ed to the relative and friends of the
no
are
from
rear
date
the
improvement.
tt
eaatnet.
thirty
n
Nreek in Congress. At the close of United State Senat as one of the
one of the best ever presented in Santa Fe.
boys in the serto previa tor tae payment of any
vice. Moriarty Messenger.
Sab Na. M7I
.Senator Chamberlain's speech yea- - heachmea of th Kaiser.
NEXSEX. Sec 24; T. 24
af tntrrr
Respectfully, J. A. PROVAS, Manager Elks' Theatre.
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the date of the contract, with Appraised value thereof and In addition
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per cent per annum payable in for the improvements that exist on the
dvance on the anniversary of the date of tad.
arm tract, partial payments
to be ay edited
Each of the above described tracts will
m the anniversary of the date of contract
3
offered for sale separately.
cat following the date of tender.

tart

from

In crest

SWX, Sec. 3; Lots
Sec. 4; SEJ4NEJ4,
Sec. 5;
SEXSWK.

Sii. Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond FuadlwK,
will be aubject to the above terma and It ions
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27
conditions except that the successful bid- - NKJ4,

I, 2, SWtfNWJ,

NEtfSEtf,
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W& SEX. Nfe
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4; Nyi, SWM, NVt
Sec
, SEU,
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11; N',. Sec. 14; All of See,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
of
the Commissioner of Public State of New Mexico, if the successfu improvements.
Sale No. 1035
16; St.Si:4. WV.KM. WJ4, Sec. 20; Kji.
NWK, NWSWtf, NW!4 Office
bidder does not execute a contract with
Lands,
igent holding such sale reserves the right SKJ4, Sec. 14; NE;, NESEtf, Sec. 15;
SWA,
SWiiSKK, See. 19; T. i
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
o reject any and all bids offered at said T. 30
Sale No. MS
in thirty days after it has been mailec
3.1
NEUSWU, NUSEU. SEU N., K. SW.X,
4544.75 atits. Im
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Iv, comainiitK
N., R. 27 E., containing 480 acres,
ale.
Possession under contracts of sale if which
Sec.
Sec.
15,
SU.
him
Sec
SEU,
to
SJ4,
sair1
8;
the
Land
State
280 acres were selected
for
ia
by
the
i;
Notice
Office,
consist of ftneinx, value $ill.-4S- .
hereby
provtiin-ntgiven that pursuant
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
or the above described tracts will be Santa Fe and Grant oCunty Railroad Bond to the
contract to provide thai the purchasei All cf Sec. lb; All of Sec. 17; NEUNF-U- ,
s
of an Act of
provisions
1918.
riven on or before October first,
at his option make payments of noi NWUSFU. See. 18; NEU. NShU. Sec
Fund.
There are no improvements.
approved June 20th, 1!10, the laws of the may
PUBLIC LAND SALE
of ninety five pet 20; E,NEU. SEU. Sec 21; WJt Sec. 22,
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg- less than
Sal. No. tans
NK!j,
N..NWH, SF.it
Witness my hand and the official seal
of the purchase price at any timr T. 22 N., R. 33 E., containing --"XjU acres
cent
1030
Sec.
No.
the
Sale
NWX.
ulations
of
State
19;
E'4SEJ.
Land
the
Office,
Sec. 32; T.
A
GUADALUPE COUNTY".
the State Land Office of the State of
value NWM, NEHSKJ-isale
after
the
and
consist of fencing,
Improvement
Sec.
of
Public
Commissioner
will
offer
prior to the expiratioi ?7uti.00.
Lands
29;
SWHSW'4,
M... R. .
K.,
acres. Thern
New Mexico, this Fifteenth day of Novem- N'.SW;,
(..nciinini;
of
thirty year- from the date of the con
SK!4NE. E),SE'4, Sec. 3t; E'.NEtf. Sec. .it public sale to the highest bidder at
Office
of
are no i!i)irovrtiunts.
the Commissioner of Pnhlic fter, 1917.
for
he payment o
31; T. 30 N., R. 27 E., containing 640 acres, 2 o'clock, I. M., on Wednesday, February tract and to provide
Lands.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
M
No.
Sec.
Sale
13;
balance
at
SWUSWU,
the
SE4,
for the '"th, llylH, in the town of Mora, ("ounty of any unpaid
of which
120 acres were selected
expiration c
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
No !jid on the ;,bo e .lesiiibeil tracts erf
Section
EtfSWU.
Ke and Grant ounty Railroad Bond
years from the date of the con SEUSEU.
Mira, State of New Mexico, in front of thirty
State of New Mexico, Fund. There
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
tract with interest on deferred payment 11; NEU. Sec 23: NEU. NUNWU. Sec 24: land wili lie at ...(-r- l for ltb th:tn $5.0C
the court house therein, the following desare no improvements.
1917.
Nov.
Publication
23,
t!uT.
22
30
olKl
N..
K.
E..
first
of
to the provisions
an Act of Congress
aturaisel valtrc
at the rate of four per cent per annum
acres, ler ;n rr. wliii li
containing
cribed tracts of lnd, viz.:
thenof and m .td.lition thin-tthe slc-twthe laws of the Oast Publication January 25, 1918.
approved June 20th,
Sec. 22: N'J, N'.4
Sale No.
payable in advance on the anniversary ot f inijruvtnicmB consist of well, wiiul-iiiilfor
the itijprove
cessful
bithitr
of
the
State of New Mexico ami the rules and
must
the
tanks
value
date
and
$1173.Jj.
pay
fcncia,
Lots 2. 3. 4. SkiNl. SU.
contract, partial payment
Sale No. 942
SW!4, XKWSE', Sec. 23; All "f Sec. ?l.
merits ttiat i..irt uit lite t.;nl.
of th
regulations of the State Land Office, the
25 N.. R. 26 E.. Lots 3. 4. Sec.
18; A!! S.t. I; All of Section 2; T. 22 N. R. 22 to be credited on the anniversary
T.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Commissioner of Public Lands, will ofAt 3, Sec. 2; T. 22 N.,
tht R.Sal. No. 17
Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2; late of the contract next following
of Sec. 1"; SV&, SWtfSEtf, Sec. 20; All K., Ntf, NJ4SEU.
34 E., coniaining 39.39 acres.
fer at public aale to the highest bidder
ImproveN
Sale No. 100S
All f S.-.if Sec. 29; 30; NW)4, Sec. 31; T. 25 N., V'v. NEUSEU. WViSWU. SEUSWU, Sec. date of tender.
16; 7.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of
ments
a
consist
at nine o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, February
house, well, and fene R. M K., i ont.iinin
R. 27 E., containing 3482.24 acres.
6it) a'TCi.
Sec.
11;
T.irie ar
Improve
12;
WWJ4, SEUNWU, SSE.U
value $370.00.
The sale of land selected for the Sunt
illK,
5th, 1918, in the town of Santa Rosa, Counwinu-mili- ,
no improveim nt s. Xo hid will 1e accept
ot
Sec.
ments
NK,
SEU,
WUSWU,
consist
5;
well,
SEUSWU,
trougns
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ed for 1. ss tliafi $10.(: per acr'.
ty of Guadalupe, State of New Mexico, in
All of Sec. 8; NUNEU, SEJ4NEU.
and fencing,
value $1102.00.
Ntf Fe and (Jrant County Railroad Bond Funr
Sale No. Hs
front of the court house therein, the fol
H'A, SW'A, NE4SEi. Sec.
NWJ4. SWNWU. WKSWU, SEU. Sec, 13; will be subject to the above terms snr
COIFAX
COUNTY
conditions
the successful bid 1; Kk.'i, b'St:A, Sec. 2; T. 22 N., K.
lowing described tracts of land, vis:
Sal. No. 10H
SEMNEM. Sec. 2; T. 2J
All of Sec. 16; NEJ4NEJ4, All of Sec. 14; All of Sec. 17; 20; T. 23 der must except in that
Sale No. 1031
cash or certified ex Si t.. All ol Jc. 36, T. 2J N., K. 34 t. N., 29 E... lotitamini,' 40 arres. There are
pay
N., R. 23 E., WU, Sec. 6; T. 22 N., R.
of the Commissioner of Public SKKNEK, SJSW4, SE54 Sec. 17; NJ4, Sec. 24
1397.72 acrea.
Sal No. 939
o containing
EX, Sec. 22; Ntf, SWtf, Office
change at the time of sale
luurovemcnts
bid will be accept
tit
Sec.
All
Lot
WU,
2,
3;
E.,
WUSEU,
NJS!-1- ,
Sec.
M1ipr(ven..
21;
NW,
20;
NF., EJ.NW,
Lands,
the purchase) price offered by him tot consist of fencing, value $260.00.
Sec. 26; T. 6 N., R. 22 E., containing 800
ed for less than ilO.UO per acre,
Sec. 8; W!4NEM, NWK, NjjSWM, of Sec. 4; 5; SEUSEU. Sec. 9; NWNEU, the land
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
acres. The improvements consist of fencper cent interest in ad
NEUNWU. N'iSEU, StfSWU. Sec. 10; EU vance for four
25 N., R. 27 E., conT.
Sec.
9;
NW'HSE,
Sale
No. MS
the balance of such purchase '
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
SWjiSEtf, Src. 15; W'A
ing, value $175.00,
Sal. No. 1011
F.XNKX. WXNWX, Sfi
NKSWU, Sec. 11; All Sections 14,
s
taining 240 acres. The improvements con- NWU,
and will be required tn execute s SK'si, Sec. 22; T. 22 N., k. 34 E., contain- - Sec.
to tht provisions of an Act of
T. 23 .V.. K. U E
cc. 1; Ail ot sections
id, ih,
ju, price
containing 480
5JU acres.
Sale No. t4
There are ao improvements. acres.
SENEM, S'SWM. Sec. approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the sist of fencing, value $325.00.
s
m
31, T. 23 N., R. 23 E.. AH of Sections 32, contract providing for the payment of the ing
nit
linprov.
consist of fencing,
sucn
Hi
ol
SWM, NWtfSEtf, SKMSEtf, Sec. State of New Mexico, and rules and reg- Sale No. 113
purcnase
value $J75.
No bid will be accepted lor
price
NWU. NJ4SWU. SWUSWU. Sec. M; T. Daiance
EMNF.tf, Sec. 22; SNW5, 33,
No.
T.
Sec.
annual
Sal.
in
Sec. 15; Atl of Sec. 16; ulations of the State Land Office,
instalments
.7
10; NJ4, WJ4SWM.
the
with
SEX,
thirty
equal
3;
EtfSWX,
14.ft50.22 acres.
23; T. 25 N., R. 27 E
containing 24 N K. 23 E., containing
terest on all deferred payments at tit- 22 N., K. 34 E., containing i4u acres. less than $10.00 per acre.
NJ4,
NSWM, SWJ4SWJ4, SEM. Sec 21; Commissioner of Public Lands will offer Sec.
Improvements consist of a house, two rate of four per cent
at public sale to the highest bidder at 160 acres. There are no improvements.
WMNWM, Sec. 22; T. 8 N., R. 23 E., conper annum in ad There are no improvements.
Sale No. 1.12
wells and windmills, fencing, value $2575.00.
All of Sec. 16; T. 21
and
Octo9
interest due on
vance, payments
o clock A. M., on Tuesday, February
taining 2240 acres. There are no improveN., R. 34 E., containing 640 acres.
ImS'AS'A. Sec. 25: All of Sec.
Sala No. U4t
Sale No. .71
ber 1st, of each year.
ments.
26th, 1913, in the town of Raton, CounSSWX, SEXSEX,
,
ti,,
consist o fencing, value $50 X'.
25 N., R. 27 E., containing 800 acres.
provements
943
All
Sec.
No.
nf
T.
Sale
EJEJ-j36;
1;
2;
23
T.
Sec.
New
R.
28
444.80
in
of
of
State
N.,
E.,
2;
Mexico,
Colfax,
containing
No hid will lie accepted
ty
less
Sec.
ti.aa
All
Sec.
Sec.
of
no
11;
are
10;
There
3;
Ey3KA,
improvements.
No bid on the above described tracts front of the court-hous- e
jt
therein, the folImprovement, consist of fencing, $10.00 per acre.
The above sale of land will he subject acres.
Ixit 4. SEUNEU,
12; T. 22 N., R. 24 E
of land will be accepted for less than lowing described tracts of land, vit:
to valid existing rights, easements, right, value $25.00.
All of Sec. 16; T. 25 V., R. S'j, Sec. 2; Lots 1, 2, SWUNEU, NWU. of
Sale 141
Five Dollars ($5.60) per acre, which is the
and
reservations.
No.
way
Sale
All
24
are
no
640
,f
There
acrea.
I.I)
Sc. 36, '1 . 23 N,
Lots 1, 2, 3, SEUNEU,
E., containing
All of Sec. 7; W;l. Sec. R. 36
Sale No. tn
Sale No. 192$
SKS!, Sec. 3; See.
SEMNEM, Sec. 6; T. 27
appraised value thereof and in addition
640 acrea.
Improve
SWU. SWSEU,
4; SWUNEU. SEU,
There improveraenta.
thereto the auccessful bidder must pay for N., R. 26 E., containing 40 acres,
8; EX, EXWK, Ixits 2, 4, .Sec. 18; All of menla E., containing
Commissioner
The
of
Public
Lands
oi
nf
consist
All
of
Sec.
Sec.
5,
Lota
SWU.
3,
4,
fencing, value $350.00. No
6;
5;
the improvements that exist on the land. are no improvements.
his
holding such sale reserves the Sec. 17, X. 23 N., R. 28 E., containing bid will be accepted
All of Sec. 32; T. 25 N., Sec. 7; SEJ4NWU.
for less than $10,UO
Sale No. 1041
SWU. Sec. 8; NiNE'4, right agent
2155.32
of
acres.
consist
well,
Improvements
reject any and all bids offered
acre.
R. 24 E., containing 640 acres.
There are SEUNEU. NEUNWU, ESWU, StfSEU, at saidto aale.
Sale No. 1027
Sale No. Ml
All of Sec. 16. T. 7 N..
SKN$. Sec. 31; T. 27 no
wind.mil!, reservoir, tanks and fencing, per
Sec. 9; All of Sec. lo; T. 22 N., R. 25
.,
improvements.
The
N.. R. 26 E containing 157.92 acres.
ft. 25 E., containing 640 acres. The imvalue $jum.w.
No. 1014
Sale
All of See. 1; T. 25 N ,
Sec.
of
All
Sec.
Sec.
fi.
Lot
WU,
7;
6;
of
$150.
Possession under contracts of sale for tht
fencing, value
provements consist of fencing, value $425.00. improvements consist
oSale No. M4I
acres, improveS;4NWtf, NW'SWJi, IK; NijNEU. Lot 3, Sec. 19; SWUSWU. above described
coniaining
All of Sec. 16; T. 23 N., ments
Sale No. 7J
No bid on this tract will be accepted for
tracta will be given od
of fenc'ng, ploughing, value
consist
NE!4 Sec. 23; NKfeNEU. SWUNEU
R.
28
Lot 3, 4, SEMNWM. SSWX, SWJ4SE, Sec. 9; NKiNE,
j
Sale No. 1028
610
WfcSKj,.
There
before
1918.
acres.
are
E.,
less than $10.00 per acre, which is the
or
October 1st,
coniaining
No bill will be accepted for less
$1367.50.
SSF-K-,
Sec. WU. Sec. 26; KU, NWU,
K'ASWX,
Sec.
NW54, SJ4NWJ4,
N,SWU.
no improvements.
than
$10.00
ncre.
per
15;
NFM, NW!4SFW.
SEjiSF., See. 21; 27; N', NEUSWU, NWSEU. Sec. 2rt; NEU, Witness
hand and the official seat
SWJiNEX, NW54NW5, S!3NWs5, KV.SVlii, Sec. 29: NEUNWU. Sec. 30: SUNEU. SU of the Statemy Land Office of the State o
Sal. No. .74
SX, Sec. 31; All of Sec.
Sale 1015
All of See. J6. V. 26 N., ft
VVaSEX, Sec. 22; NWXSWX, Sec. 26; Ntf SWU. SEU. Sec. 32; NEU NEU, SUN 14, SU, New Mexico, this 34th
32; Etf, SWX, EXNWX, Sec. 33; SJ4NWX.
of
November
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
32
day
640 acres.
E.,
SWU. S'SE!. hec. 33; Nr-Ji- ,
NF.U. F.'.NWW. SWMNWli.
nee. M; All 1917.
Improvement,
ny&NWM,
SX, Sec. 34; SWX, Sec. 35; T. 24 N., R. consist containing
of
Sec. 34; of Sections 35, 36, T. 23 N., R. 25 E., con- No but
$300.00.
fencing,
Sec. 27: W4NW, NWSW)4,
28 E., containing 2078,40 acres.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
There are will be accepted fur value
less than $10.00 pet
con-lis- t
NWUNWtf. Sec. 35: T. 26 N.. R. 26 E., t.lining il,y5.i.U acres,
FOR SALE
of Public Lands of thr no improvements.
Commissioner
improvements
acre.
1800
acres.
The
value
of
$2025.00,
improvements
State of New Mexico
ONE FIVE PASSENGER Cadallac and one containing
fencing,
Sal. No. t7S
Firat Publication November 30, 1917.
five passenger Michigan for aale. Cara in consist of fencing, value $591.50.
SX, Sec. 11; T. 24 N..
Sale No. 1011
All of Sec. 36; T. 36
LAND FOR SALE.
No bid for above described tracts of land Last Publication February 1, 1918.
R. 33 E., containing 320 acres.
Improvegood condition. Would exchaoge for cat-ti33 E.,
Sec.
NWUNEVL
32; T. will be
1044
No.
Sala
for less than $5.00 per
containing 640 acrea.
There ar
ments
ui
No. 158. care State
consist
value '1(10.00.
horses.
or
accepted
fencing,
H
sheep
no improvements.
40 acres. There
No bid will be accept-e26 N., R. 26 E
LARGE TRACT of grazing land north of
the
which
there
value
containing
acre,
appraised
is
Santa re, n. M.
for less than $10.00 per acre.
are no improvements.
of and in addition thereto the successful
Lardsbnrg. Plenty of water for stock and Kecoru,
Sal. No. 7
Sec. 3; SXSX,
SXSWX,
STATE
OF
NEW
MEXICO
bidder must pay for the improvements.
fanning. Include! best farm land in south
sec. 4: SXNEta. SWU. SWUSRli. Sen. St,
EVSSWtf. S54SE$4, Sec.
Sale NeJ. 1017
wcatern New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn, SALESMEN WANTED to solicit orders (or Sala No. IMS
All of Sec. 36, T. 26 N..
NX, SWX, EX.SEX, Sec. 8; Kyi, Sec. 9;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All nf Sec. 36, T. 20 N .
Sale No. 944
potatoes and bay. Fenced and Croat fenced. lubricating oils, greases and paints. Salary 21; EVSNEJ, NWtfNE'4, NWtf, 27S'i SW,
All ol Sec. 16; Nx, NXSEX, Sec. 17; NX, R. 35 E., containing 640 acrea. The im
E.,
R. 26 E., containing 640 acres.
State or Commission. Address THE HARVEY EHSEtf, Sec. 28; T. 30 N., R.
ol barn, stables,
Large range area adjoining. No. 136,
consist
provements
ImproveSWX. WXSEX. Sec. 18; T. 24 N., R. 33 E.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
600 acres.
Record Santa Fe, N. M.
There are no improve- ment consist of fencing, value $20(1,00. No
and fencing, value $3000. No bid will
154.
OIL CO., Cleveland, O.-- No.
coniaining rjDV.'Ai acrea.
Improvements
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
ments.
bid will be accepted for less than $10.00,
chicken-house,
of
consist
UNION COUNTY
house,
shed,
E
BARGAIN
320 acrea, I
per acre,
concrete tank, well and wind
SHEEP RANGE Fine tract of sheep Sale No. IMS
Sal.
1011
All of See. 16; T. 29 N
SNEtf, S& Sec. 23;
miles
miiei iium miiiB, nr. nc.ico, mmn
piping, corral, fencing and ploughing, R. 36 N.
Locat- NWJ4,
Sec. 24; All of Sec. 25; 26; T.
E., containing 640 acres.
of Public null,
Sale No. MS
NU. SEU. W SWU. SEU office of tbe Commissioner
from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land range with plenty of water.
Improvevalue $2815.00,
ments consist of fencing, value $150.00. No
10c.. per head per 30 N., R. 27 E., containing 2160 acres, of SWU, Sec. 16; T. 20 N., R. 26
Lands,
., cwi
good for farming and gracing; half is sandy ed on railroad.
bid will be accepted
which 240 acres were selected for the Santa
for less than $l(Lt
loam and half black soil, 90 acres broken for month.
147. Care State Record, Fe and Grant
taining 600 acres. Improvements consist J Santa Pe, New Mexico.
No. tn
Sal
Lot 4. SWKNWX. Sec
No.
Railroad
Bond
Fund.
acre.
per
ounty
well amlfencing, value $450.00.
No bid will
cultivation, well with good water, 200 acres Santa
5; T. 24 N., R. 28 E
SWX, WXSEX.
mere are no improvements.
Fe, N. M.
of the tract adapted to farming and balance
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
Notice is hereby given that
Sec. 31; SEXSEX. Sec. 32: T. 25 N.. K.
Sal. No. 101
NWJ4. Sec. 1, T. II K,
to grazing; price 19.00 per acre. No. 106,
s
to the provisions of an Act of pursuant
28
367.09
are
acrea.
There
E.,
Sec.
1S47
No.
of
Sala
All
containing
R. 29 E., coniaining 160 acres.
27; ENEtf
There are
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
941
SWUSWU. Sec. 16; T. approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the no improvements.
Three aections deeded land at 96.SO per SWNWtf,
Sec 33; Ntf, WKSWtf, 20 Sala No.
no
No bid will be acceptimprovement..
N., R. 26 E., containing 40 acres. Im- state oi Mew Mexico, and. rules and reg
acre or will leaac for three years for $50
cc. y
ed for let. than ;ia00 per acre.
1, ju vi,t it.
t,., contain
of
ulationa
L.ind
the
State
Offire.
th
of
No.
consist
$62.50.
.71
NXSX.
value
IMN ACRE RANCH 24 miles north of En. per year, Plenty of water and grass, 7 at4,
NEX.
Sal.
SXNWX,
provements
fencing,
1 nere
re no improve
ing I4UU acres.
No bid will be accepted tor lesi than Commissioner of Public .Land, will offer Sec. 24, SXNEX, NXSEM, Sec. 23; T. 25
cano. Good fences, fair grass, 480 acres deed, miles from Tucumcari. No. 46. State Record. menu,
SWX, Sec. 16, T. 18 N ,
at puoiic aale to tne nigneat bidder at N., R. 29 E., containing 560 acres. There 29 Sal. No. 1020
$10.00 per acre.
ad land, balance leased State land, good Santa Fe, N. M.
E., containing 160 acrea. There are ao
9 o clock
A. M., on Thursday, February are no
200
bead of white faced catimprovements,
improvements.
No
bid will be accepted
1S4S
Sala
No.
NWViNEU.
improvements.
I4t
NNWtf
1918, in the town of Clayton, County
tle can be bought with ranch; plenty of
Each of the above described tracts will of h,union,
for fess than $10.00 per acre.
Sec. 35; T. 30 N., R. 27
SWXNU
State of New Mexico, in front
feed.-- No.
Lot 7, EXSWX,
State Record, Santa Fe, THE OWNER AND INVENTOR
Sal. No. 7
NWX
US,
be
sale
offered
for
separately.
480
of
no
house
the
acres.
are
There
E., containing
court
therein, the following SEX. Sec. 6; T. 25 N., R. 32 E., containing
N. H.
of an Automobile Chain drive Field Mower
The above sale of land will be subject
Sal. No. 1021
Sec. 16, T. 18 M.,
of land, via.;
160.22 acres,
of great value wishea to interest suffiimprovements.
There are no iruprovemcnta. 29 E., containing 320EX.acres.
to the following terms and conditions, described tracts
There are no
WANTED
to
Abont three sections of leased cient capital to place it on the market.
bidder
viz.:
must
the
successful
No
bid
will be accepted
pay
Sal. No. M7
NJ4, SEX, NSW, SEU
Sale No. 1S4S
Sal. No. M
SWNW. WSW the Commissioner of Public Lands or his SWJ4,
WXNEX, Sec. 13; T. 25 improvements.
for less than $10.00 per acre.
land with plenty of grass and water. Desire Would sell one fourth interest to responAU
Sec.
of
Sec.
1;
SEjI
2;
27
30
R.
Sec.
32
T.
N
80
K,
Ny.NE)4,
22;
acres. There
N.,
E., containing
of HEM. NEJ4NWM,
location where cattle can graze all the sible and comnetent nartv for S25.000 worth SEftSWtt, SE54,
agent holding such sale,
SEtfSEX, Sec. 12; NE'i are no improvements.
No. 143. Ad
for.
$100,000. Patent applied
containing iai acres, lnere are no tm the price offered by him for the land,
V. T 10 M
All nf
Sal. No. 1021
year round. Please give full description
13; T. 18 N., R. 29 E.. Nyi, NWK
NE, Sec.
.an- A. . xiarpham.Uwner and Inventor. proveroents.
dress.
nf Hi .t.r anfinl. ti ... ill rr a .ad nh
four per cent cent interest in advance for SWJ4,
VR, 28 E., containing 640 acres.
There ar
of
All
Sec.
Sec.
2; EVSEVS, SV
Sal. No. Ml
NWX. SEX, NXSWX. no improvements.
in first letter.-N- o.
the balance of such purchase price, fees SEX, Sec. 3;1; SEXNEX, Sec.
.No bid will he accent.
IM, care 1018 E 11th St. K. C Mo.
4; Lots 1, 2, SEXSWX. Sec. 23; WJ4SWX. Sec. 22; EX ed for less
All of Sec. 1; 2; Lots 1, for advertising
Sale No. 1SSS
and appraisement and all 3, 4,
.Mate ttecoro, aanta re, new Mexico,
$10.00 per acre.
than
Sec.
SEXNEX,
25
SiNWX, SWXSEX,
N
K. 32
A MONEY MAKING HOTEL
NEX, NWXNEX. Stc. 26; T.
4, SJ4NE, SWJ4NWJ4,
SEJ4, Sec. 3; All costs incidental to the sale herein, each S: li'A,
SEXSWX, SWXSEX, Sec. 6; NWX E., containing
t0.00 acres.
FOR SALE Splendid
There are no
hotel, always full, of Sec. 4; Nj4, SWJ4, NEj4SEj. Sec. 5; and all of said amounts must be deposit
Sate No. 12
All of See. 36, T. 2
OVER TIN ACRES with plenty of water, 31
NEX, Wj4. SJ4SEX, Sec. 7; NHNEX. Sec. 8; improvements.
beds, netting owner over $1,000 per month, All of Sec. 6; StfNEK, NWtfNEtf, E'A ed in cash or certified exchange at the SWX,
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con
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A Story That Combines the Thrill of Modern Detective Fiction With the Romance of Arabian Nights Tales
CHAPTER XVII
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CHAPTER XVIII.
When King awoke he lay on u comfortable bed In a cave he had never
yet seen, but there was no truce of
nor of the men who must have
carried him to It. He had no idea how
long he hud slept. It did not mutter.
He had probed Khlnjun caves, and
knew the whole purpose for which the
lawless thousands had been gathering
und were gathering still. Remained, to
thwart that purpose. He begun at
the beginning, where he stood.
Behind him In a comer at the hack
of the cove was a narrow Assure, hung
with u leather curtain, that was doubtless the door Into Khiiijan's heart ; but
the only way to the outer uir was along
a ledge above a dizzying precipice, so
high that the huge waterfall looked
like a little sfeum below. He wns In
a very eagle's aerie; the upper rim of
Khiiijan's gorge seemed not more thun
quarter of a mile above him.
Round the corner, ten feet from the
entrance, stood a guard, armed to the
teeth, with a rifle, n sword, two pistols
find a long curved Khyber knife stuck
handy In Is girdle. As he looked, a
little procession of women, led by a
man, came up the ledge. The man was
armed, but (lie women were burdened
with his own belongings the medicine
chest his saddle and bridle his
They came past the
'iumb maii on guard and laid them all
a: King's feet Just inside the cave.
lie smiled, with that genial,
smile of his that has so
"fu n melted a road for him through
Milieu crowds. Hut the man In charge
of the women did not grin. He wa
suffering. He growled at the women,
mid they went away like obedient ani
down the ledge
mals, to sit
and await further orders. He himself
made as If to follow them, and the
liiiuh man on guard did not pay much
attention; he let women and man pas
behind him, stepping one pace forward
towurd the edge to make more room.
That wns his last entirely voluntary
act in this world.
With a suddenness that disarmed nil
npMisltion the other humped himself
against the wall and bucked into the
hi in,
dumb tunn'8 back, sending
weapons and all. hurtling over the
precipice to the caverns Into which the
water tumbled thousands of feet away.
The other rufflan spat after him. and
then walked back to where King stood.
"Now heal me my bolls!" he said,
grinning at last, doubtless from pleasure rt the prospect. He was the same
man who had stood on guard at the
"guest-cave- "
when Ismail led King
out to see the Cavern of Earth's Drink.
The temptation was to fling the
brute after his victim. The temptation always Is to do the wrong thing
to cap wrath with wrath. Injustice with
vengeance. That way wars begin and
are never ended. King beckoned him
Into the cava, and bent over the chest
of medical supplies. Then, finding the
light better for bis purpose at tbe entrance, he called the man back and
made him sit down on the box.
The business of lancing boils Is not
especially edifying in itself; but that
particular minor operation probably
saved India. But for hope of it the
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Morning looks ilutvu Into Khlnjun
hours after the sun lins risen, because
t lie
precipices shut it out. I'.ut the
peaks on every side lire very beacons
of lie range ut the curliest peep of
dawn. In silenre they watched tlny's
lienihl touch the penks with rosy Jeweled lingers she waiting us If she expected the marvel nf it nil to make
Kltitr spi'nk.
Il was cold.
She ciirne mill snuggled close to him, mill il was so they
watched the spnrkle of dun n's Jewels
die mill the peaks grow gray auaili, she
with mi linn on his shoulder mid
Mratiils of her gulden hair Mown past
his fuce.
"Of what are you thinking?" she
asked lilin at last.
" if Imlia.
princess."
What of India?"
"She lies helpless."
"Ah
You love India?"
"Yes."
mil shall love me licltcr! You shall
love mi' better than your life
Then,
for love of iiie, you shall own the India
you think you love! This letter shall
"It Is
go '" Shi' lapped her liiisom.
liesl to cut you olf from India first.
You shall lose tliat you may win!"
She pit up ami stood III the nap.
smiling mockingly, framed in the darkness of the cave lieliind.
"I miiliTslnnd !" she said. "You
think you arc my cneniy. Love mid
liati' never lived side by side. Yuu
shall sec !"
,IIcr hands slipped into his, soft and
warm ; her eyes fastened on his and
held them. And us they did so Kin;;
and topsank, like a sack
pled over sidewise on the Hour asleep.
He neither dreamed nor was conscious of anything, hut slept like a
dead mail, having fought against her
mesmerism harder than he knew.
Statesmen, generals, outlaws, nil
make their IiIk mistakes and manage
to recover. Very nearly always It Is
mi apparently little mistake that does
most illinium' in the end, something
iiiinoticeahle at the time, that grows
III geometrical
proportion, minus Instead of plus.
Yasinini made her little mistake that
minute In believing King was utterly
mesmerized at last and utterly in her
power. Whereas in truth he was only
weary. It may be that she nave him
orders In his sleep, after the accepted
manner of mesmerists; hut if she did,
they never reached him ; he wus far
too fast asleep. He slept so deep and
long that he was not conscious of men's
voices, nor of being carried, nor of
time, nor of anxiety, nor of unythiug.

mule-pack-

his heel us lie passed. In the glure at
the tunnel's mouth King tripped over
the body of a fourth man and fell with
his chin beyond the edge of a sheer
precipice.
They were on a ledge above the waterfall uguln, huvlng coma through a
projection on the cl IT's side, for Khlns
and projections, like
jun Is ull
a sponge or a hornet's nest on u titanic
scale.
They soon reached another cave, at
which the mullah stopped. It was a
dark
hole, hut he ordered
King into it and the I'athan after him
on guard, after first seeing the women
pile all their loads Inside. Then he
took the women away and went off
muttering to himself, swaggering,
swinging his right arm as he strode, In
a way few natives do.
"Let us hope he has forgotten
these!" the Haitian grinned, touching
the pile of rllles. "Weight for weight
dancing. The very Orakzai I'athan In silver they will bring nie a fine
He dreams.
He may forget.
who had sat next King in the Cuvern price!
of Kiirlh's Drink, was creeping up behind the women and ulready had his
rille leveled at the man with bolls.
"Aye!" said the mullah, watching
King's eyes. "He has done well, and
the road Is clear !"
The man with boils offered no light.
He dropped his rille and threw his
hands up. In a moment the Orakzai
I'athan was in command of two rllles,
holding King from among the women,
whom he seemed to regard us his plunder too. The women appeared supremely indifferent In any event. King
nodded hack to him. A friend is a
friend In the "Hills," mid rare is the
man who spares his enemy.
"None conies to earn a living in the
'Hills.'" growled the mullah, swaying
his head slowly and devouring King
with cruel calculating eyes. "Why urt
thou here?"
"I slew a man," said King.
"Thou llest It was my men who got
the head that let thue in
Speak I
Why art thou here?"
Hut King did not answer. The mullah resumed.
"He who brought inc the message VALOVlW
yesterday says he has It from unother.
who had It from n third, that thou art
here because she plans n simultaneous
rising in India, and thou art from the
I'unJab where the Sikhs ull wait to "What Is Under Thy Shirt?" King
rise. Is that true?"
Asked.
It," answered King.
"Thy
n
cares less for meat
he
mullah
l'or
"Then hear me!' said the inn lull.
"Listen, thou." Hut be did not begin and money than any I ever saw. He Is
to speak yet. He tried to see past King mad, I think. It Is my opinion Allah
Into the cave and to peer about Into touched him."
"What Is that, under thy shirt?"
the shadows.
"Where Is she?" he nsked. "ner King asked.
The I'm ban grinned, and undid the
man Itewa (lungn went yesterday, with
three men and a letter to carry down button. There wus u second shirt underneath, and to that on the left breast
the Khyher. Rut where Is Rhe?"
So he had slept the clock round I were pinned two British medals.
"Oh, yes !" he laughed. "I served the
King did not answer. He blocked the
!
I was in the army eleven yenrs."
way Into the cave and looked past the raj
"Why did you leave It?" King asked,
mullah. The Orakzai I'athan crouched
among the women, and the women remembering that this man loved to
grinned. The mullah stared Into hear his own voice.
"Oh, I had furlough. I knifed a man
King's face, with the scrutiny of a
trader appraising loot. Fire leaped up this side of the border. It was no afbehind his calculating eyes. And with- fair of the Hrltlsh. But I was seen,
out a word passing between them. King and I entered this place. It Is a devil
knew that this man us well as yasi- of n place."
Now the art of ruling India consists
nini was In possession of the secret
of the Sleeper. Perhaps he knew it not in treading barefooted on scorpions
not in virtuous indignation at men
first ; perhaps she snatched the keenknow no better but in seeking
ing of the secret from him. At all who
events he knew It and recognized for nnd making much of the gold that
King's likeness to the Sleeper, for his lies ever amid the dross. There Is
In the character of any man who
eyes betrayed him. He began to stroke gold
Ids beard monotonously with one band. once passed the grilling tests before
British-IndiaregiThe rille, that he pretended to be hold- enlistment In a
need
It
ment.
may
experience to lay a
and
hack
his
leaned
ing, really
against
with the free hand he was making sig- linger on it, but It is surely there.
"I heard." said King, "as I came tonals.
ward the Khyber In grent haste (for
King knew well he wns making sigthe police were at my heels) "
nals. Hut he knew too that In
"Ah, the police! the I'athan grinned
no
power, her prisoner, he had
chance at all of Interfering with her pleasantly. The Inference wns that at
some time or other he had left his
plans. Having grounded on the bot
on the police.
tom of impotence, so to spetik, any tide mark
"I heard," said King, "thnt the sirkar
that would take til t i off must he a good
has olTcred pardons to all deserters
who return."
"Hah! But thou art a hakim, not a
soldier!"
"True!" said King.
"In India I earned my snlt. I obeyed
the law. There Is no law here In the
Hills.' I am minded to go hack and
seek that pardon! It would feel good
to stand in the ranks again, with a
sahib out In front of me.
goand the thunder of the
ing by. The salt was good I Come
thou with me!"
"The purdon is for deserters," King
objected, "not for political offenders."
"Hnugh!" said the Pathan, bringing
down his flat hand hard on the hakim's
thigh. "I will attend to thnt for thee.
I will obtain my pardon first Then
will I lead thee by the hand to the
knrnal sahib and lie to him and say,
'This Is the one who persuaded me
against my will to come back to tbe
regiment I' "
"Thou art a dreamer!" said King.
"Untie my hands : the thong cuts me."
The Put lion obeyed.
"Dreamer, nm I? It is good to dream
such dreams. By Allah, I've a mind
dream come true! I never
to see
It was My Men Who slew athat
"Thou Liett!
man on Indian soli, only In
Got the Head That Let Thee Inl these 'Hills.' I will
go to them and
Else Why Are Thou Herer
deserter. 1
ay, 'Here Z am! I am
tide. He pretended to be aware of seek that pardon!' Truly t will go!
nothing, and to be particularly un- Come thou with me, little hakim P
rifle
"Nay," said King. "I have another
aware that the Pathan, with
in each hand, was pretending to come thought You who were seen to slay
a man, and I who am a political (Tendcasually up the path.
In
minute he was covered by a er, do not win pardons so easily as
rifle. In another minute the mullah that They would bang na unless we
had lashed his bandit. In five minutes came bearing gifts."
"Gifts? Has Allah touched thee?
more tbe women were loaded again
with his belongings and they were all What gifts should we bring? A dozen
half-wadown the track In single file, stolen rifles? A bag of silver? And 1
tbe mullah bringing up tbe rear, de- am tbe dreamer, am I?"
am the dresja-e-r.
"Nay," said King.
scending backward with rifle ready
There are others la these "Hills
against surprise, as if he expected Yas-tnland her men to pounce out any others in Khlnjan who wear British
medals?"
minute to tbe rescue.
The Pathan nodded. "Hundreds.
They entered a tunnel and wound
along It, stepping at short Intervals Men fight first on one side, then on the
over the bodIs of three stabbed sen- other, being true to either side while
tries. The Pathan spurned them with the contract lasts. In all there must be
the boils would never have
(wo turns on guard hand running and let the relief sleep on; so he
would not have been on duty when the
message came to curry King's belongings to his new cave of residence.
There would have been no object In
killing the dumb man, and so there
would have been an expert with a loaded illle to keep Muhammad Auilii lurking down the trail.
Muliniiiin.ii!
Aiiiiu came like the
devil, to scotch King's faith. He hud
followed the women with the loads.
He stood now, like a big hear on a
mountain Hack, swaying his head from
side to side six feet awuy. King
jumped, nearly driving I lie lance into
a new place in his patient's neck.
"Let him go!" growled Muhammad
Anlm
"tin Hum! Ut.,iwl irnm-i- l ftvttr
the women until I come!"
The mullah turned a rille this way
mid that In his paws, like a great bear
man
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the makings of many regiments among
the Hills."'
King nodded. He himself had seen
the chieftains come to parley after the
Tlrah war. Most of them hud worn
British meduls and had worn them
proudly.
"If we two," he said, speaking slowly, "could spenk with some of those
men nnd stir the spirit in them nnd
persuade them to feel ns thou dost,
mentioning the pardon for deserters
and the probability of bonuses to the
if we
for
could march down the Khyher with a
hundred such, or even with fifty or
or with n dozen men
with twenty-fiv- e
we would receive our pardon for the
sake of service rendered."
d

"Good !"

The Pathan thumped him on the
hack so hard thnt his eyes watered.
"We would have to use much caution," King advised him, when he was
able to speak again.
got wind
"Aye! If
of It he would have us crucified. And
If she heard of
He was silent. Apparently there
were no words in his tongue that could
compass his dread of her revenge. He
was silent for ten minutes, and King
sat still beside him, letting memory
of other days do Its work memory of
the long, clean regimental lines, nnd of
order and decency and of justice hand
ed out to ull and sundry by gentlemen
who did not think themselves too good
to wenr a native regiment's uniform.
"In two days I could do the drill
again as well as ever," he said at last.
Then there was silence again for fifteen minutes more. "I could always
shoot," he murmured ; "I could always
shoot."
When Muhammad Anlm came back
they had both forgotten to replace the
lashing on King's wrists, but the mullah seemed not to notice It.
"Come!" he ordered, with n sidewise
jerk of his great ugly head, and then
stood muttering Impatiently while they
obeyed.
They mnrcbed downward through
Interminable tunnels nnd along ledges
poised between earth and heaven, until they enme nt last to the tunnel lending to the one entrance into Khinjan
caves. Just before they entered it two
more of the mullah's men came up
with them, leading horses. One horse
was for the mullah, nnd they helped
King mount the other, showing him
more respect thnn Is usually shown a
prisoner in the "Hills."
Then the mullah led the way Into the
tunnel, and he seemed In deadly fear.
s
Irritated
The echo of the
him. He eyed each hole in the roof ns
If Ynsmlnl might be expected to shoot
down nt him or drench him with boiling ell nnd hurried pas', each of them
nt a trot, only to draw rein immediately nfterward because the noise was too

It"
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Lesson

(By E. O. bfc.i.L.HKS, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Courae of the Moody
'
Bible Inatitute, Chicago.)
(Copyright. 191T, WMlwn Newepaper Union )

LESSON FOR JANUARY 27
JESUS FORGIVING

8IN.

LESSON TEXT Mark 8:1-1- 1
GOLDEN TEXT The Son of Man hath
own are losing fuith In him. He heating them over head and fuce and
on earth to forgive sin. Mark
snatched thee to be a bait for her, hav shoulders, driving them In front of authority
:10.
FOB
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL
ing it in mind thnt a man whom she him, - utterly reckless of their rifles.
7:M-5- 0;
rifle lay on the ground behind TEACHERS Pfla. 82; Luke 16:11-hides In her private part of Khlnjun His own
-7:35,
Matt.
Heb.
1:21;
clear
stock
Its
must be of greut value to her. He has him, and King kicked
PRIMARY MEMORY VERSE Forgive
sworn to have thee skinned alive on a of the fire.
ua our sins. Luke 11:4.
TOPIC-Jea- ua
healINTERMEDIATE
"Oh, I thull pray for you this night !"
hot rock should she fall to come to
Muhammad Anlm snarled. "Whnt a ing soul and body.
terms !"
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-Je-sus
curse I shall beg for you! Oh, what
man'a deepeat need.
a burning of the bowels ye shall have I meeting
CHAPTER XIX.
Is
This
one of the most dramatic,
What u sickness! Whnt running of the
incidents recorded In the
The march went on in single file un- eyes! Whut sores! What bolls! What spectacular
Bible. It Is a good Illustration for
til the sun died down In splendid fury, sleepless nights nnd faithless women
school teachers on bow to tell
Then there begun to be n wind thnt shall be yours! What a prayer I will aSunday
story by imagining what one would
!"
to
Allah
wom
pray
to
had
but
the
lean
they
against,
e
naturally do. We ought to have our
en were allowed no rest.
They scattered Into outer gloom
his rage, and then came hnek to scholurs see with their Imagination,
At lust ut n place where the trail bethe
of this lesson as though they
gan to widen, the mullah beckoned kneel (o him and beg lilin withdraw his werestory
of the whole scene.
knelt
as
kicked
He
curse.
them
to
was
him.
they
not
ride
It
beside
King
A. D.
that he wished to be communicative, and drove them away again. Then, The time was about May or June
but there were things King knew that silhouetted In the cave mouth, with the 28, the second year of Jesus' ministry,
he did not know, nnd he had his own glow of the fire before him, he stood a few weeks following the last lesson,
with folded arms and dared them during which time he had been preachwuy of asking questions.
ing and healing in the surrounding
"D
hakim!" he growled, "Pill- - shoot.
After five minutes of nngry contem- country.
man! Poulticer! That is a sweeper's
I, Introduction.
Jesus could testify
trade of thine! Thou shalt apply It nt plation of the camp he turned on a
multimy camp ! I have some wounded und contemptuous heel und enme buck to In a home as well as before the
some sick."
the fire, throwing on more fuel from a tudes. Indeed It was after having tesKing did not answer, but buttoned greut pile in n corner. There was an tified In the home (v. 1.) that the
his coat closer against the keen wind. iron pot in the embers. He seized a crowds gathered about the doorway,
The mullah mistook the shudder for stick und stirred the contents furious- for it was not known that he was there,
In
one of unother kind.
ly, then set the pot between his knees until some days after he had been

"Did she choose thee only for thy
face?" he nsked. "Did she not consider thy courage? Does she love thee
well enough to ransom thee?"
Again King did not answer, but he
watched the mullah's face keenly In
the dark and missed nothing of its expression, lie decided the man was In
doubt even racked by Indecision.
"Should she not ransom thee, huklm,
thou shalt have u chance to show my
men how a man out of India can die!
By and by I will lend thee a messenger
to send to her. Better make the mesThou shalt
sage clear nnd urgent!
state my terms to her and plead thine
own cause in the same letter.
My
camp lies yonder."
He motioned with one sweep of his
arm toward a valley that lay In shadow
far below them. As they approached
It the rock clove In two and became
two great pillurs, with a man on each.
And between the pillars they looked
down into a valley lit by fires thut
burned before a thousand hide tents,
with shadows by the hundred flitting
back and forth between them. A dull
roar, like the voice of un army, rose
out of the gorge.
"More than four thousand men!"
said the mullah proudly.
"Whut are four thousand for a raid
Into India?" sneered King, greatly
during.
"Wult nnd see I" growled the mullah ;
but he seemed depressed.
He led the woy downward, getting
off his horse nnd giving the reins to a
man. King copied him, and partway
sliding, purt stumbling down they
found their way along the dry bed of
e
between two spurs of a
a
hillside, until they stood at lust In the
midst of u cluster of a dozen sentries,
close to a tamarisk to which a man's
body hung spiked. That the man bad
been spiked to it alive was suggested
by the body's attitude.
Without a word to the sentries the
mullah led on down a lane through the
midst of the camp, toward a great
open cave at the far side, in which a
bonfire enst fitful light and shadow.
Watchers sitting by the thousand tents
yawned at them, but took no particular
notice.
The mouth of the cave was like a
lion's, fringed with teeth. There were
men in it, ten or eleven of them, all
armed, squatting round the fire.
"Get out!" growled the mullah. But
they did not obey. They sat and stared
at him.
"Have ye tents?" the mullah asked,
In a voice like thunder.
"Aye !" But they did not go yet
One of the men, he nearest the mullah, got on his feet, but he had to step
back a pace, for the mullah would not
give ground und their breath was in
each other's faces.
"Where are the bombs? And the
rifles? And the many cartridges?" he
water-cours-

It became evident thnt his men hnd
been at work here too, for at intervals
nlong the passage lay dead bodies.
must have posted the men there,
but where was she? Each of them lay
dead with n knife wound In his back,
and the mullah's men possessed themselves of rifles nnd knives and cartridges, wiping off blood that bad
scarcely cooled yet.
When they enme to the end of the
tunnel It wns to find the door Into the
mosque open in front of them, and
twenty more of Muhammad Anim's
men standing gunrd over the eyelash-les- s
mullah. They hnd bound and
gagged him. At u word from Muhammad Anlm they loosed him; and at a
threat the hairless one gave a signal
that brought the great stone door sliding forward on its oiled bronze grooves.
Then, with a dozen Jests thrown to
the hairless one for consolation, and
an utter Indifference to the sncredness
of the mosque floor, they sought outer
nir, nnd Muhammad Anlm led them up
the Street of the Dwellings townrd
outer
ramparts.
They
Khinjan's
reached the outer gate without Inci
dent nnd hurried Into the great dry
valley beyond It. As they rode across
the valley the mullah thumbed a long
string of bends. Unlike Yasmlnl, he
wns praying to one god ; hut he seemed
to have many prayers. His back was a
picture of determined treachery the
hacks of his men were expressions of
Ihe creed thnt "he shall keep who
can I" King rode nil hut last now and
had a good view of their unconsciously
va tinted blackguardism. There was not
a hint of honor or tenderness among
the lot, man, woman or mullah. Yet
his heart sang within him as if he
were riding to his own marriage feast !
Last of all, close behind him,
marched his friend, the Orakzai Pathan, and as they picked their way
e
among the bowlders across the
moat the two contrived to fall a
little to the rear. The Pathan began
speaking In a whisper and King, riding
with lowered head as if he were studying the dangerous track, listened.
"She sent her man Rewa Gunga toward the Khyber with a message," he
whispered. "He took a few men with
him, and he Is to send them with tbe
message when they reach the Khyber,
but be Is to come back. All he went
for Is to make sue the message Is not
Is
Intercepted, for
growing reckless these days. Be knew
what was doing and said at once that
she Is treating with the British, but
there were few1 who believed that
There are mora wtm wonder where she
hides while the message Is on Its way.
None has seen her. Men have swarmed
into the Cavern of Earth's Drink and
howled for her, bnt she did not come.
Then the mullah went to look for his
ammunition that he stored and sealed
tn a cave. And it was gone. It was
all gone. And there was no proof of
who had taken Itl
"Hakim, there be some who say and
is one of them that
she is afraid and hides.
"His men saj as is desperate. His
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and ate like an animal. He passed the
pot to King when he hnd finished, but
fingers hud passed too many times
through whut wus left In It and the
very thought of eating the mess made
his gorge rise; so King thanked blm
and set the pot aside.
Then, "That Is thy place!" Muham
mad Anlm growled, pointing over his
shoulder to a ledge of rock, like a shelf
in the far wall. But though he was ul
lowed to climb up and He down, he wns
not allowed to sleep nor did he want
to sleep for more than an hour to
come.

The mullah come over from the fire
again nnd stood beside him, glaring
like a great animal und grumbling In
his beard.
"Does she surely love thee?" he
asked at last, and King nodded, because he knew he was on tbe trull of
Information.
"So thou art to ape the Sleeper In
his bronze mail, eh? Thou art to come
to life, as she was said to come to life,
and the two of you are to plunder
India? Is that It?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

HAD TO FIGHT DUEL OR WED
Young Man Surprised to Receive Cha.
lenge, But More Surprised to Find
Foe a Woman.
William Kenrlck, a Berkshire gentle
man of a hundred years ago, left his
property, which was considerable, to
an only daughter. This young lady
hud a mind of her own and, finding
none of her suitors to her liking, slm
ply determined to wait until the right
gentleman should come along.
It so happened thut one day she attended a wedding at Reading, an ex
change relates, where she met a young
gentleman named Benjamin Child. He
was a poor attorney. With this handsome young man the younger ludy tell
violently in love, but still she was cau
tious. She reasoned with herself for
several days, trying to shake herself
free of the sudden passion, but all In
vain. Then, feeling that something
must be done, but unable, from confusion of mind, to devise a proper course,
she took the extraordinary step of
sending the young man a letter demanding satisfaction for alleged In
juries. She appointed a time nnd pluce
for the hostile meeting. Mr. Child was
much surprised, nnd quite nt a loss to
conceive who the challenger could he.
By the advice of a friend, he decided
to go to the dueling place. Here he
was met by the young woman, who,
much to his surprise, told him be
would have to fight her or mnrry her.
He naturally chose the latter, and, as
the saying goes, they lived happily
ever afterward.
The Thin People.
Overeating Is a common cause of
emaciation, paradoxical as this state
ment may seem. Many of our thin
nest neighbors are the biggest eaters
of the community. Physical Culture
Magazine snys. It Is an
saying that these people "eat so much
that it makes them thin to carry it
around." In any case. It Is not a question of the amount of food one swal
lows, but a question of how much Is
digested and assimilated. Many persons will gain In weight upon disconplan and adopttinuing the three-meing the plan of two meals per day. The
stomach Is then no longer overburdened or overworked, and the digestion Is so much more perfect and the
health so Improved that a gain In
weight results naturally.
Dogs 8aved Boy From Bear.
Two email pet dogs saved the life oi
master, Brunc
their thirteen-year-olWesterman of St Paul, when Teddy,
a pet black bear, attacked the boy.
As the bear seized the boy the dogs
gave battle and Teddy dropped the
child and sought refuge in a near-b- y
d
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tree.

d
brother,
Carl, the
"So Thou Art to Ape the Sleeper In
finally killed the bear with ten shoti
His Bronze Mall, Eh!"
from a shotgun and a fusillade from a
demanded. "We have waited long, Murevolver. Tbe brother rehammad Anlm. Where are they now?" treated to the house to protect the
The others got up, to lend the first mother, and from an upper window
man encouragement
They leaned on opened fire on Teddy, who had taken
rifles and surrounded the mullah, so to a tree after he wounded Bruno and
that King could only get a glimpse o? the dogs gavfj him battle.
blm between them. They seemed In n i
mood to be treated cavalierly
Her Desire.
(a ni
mood to be argued with. And the mu?-la- h
Alice It's quite a secret but I was
did not argue.
married last week to Dick Gay.
"Ye dogs I" he growled at them, snd
Jane Indeed 1 should have thought
he strode through them to tbe fire and you'd be the last person In the worid
chose himself a good, thick burning to marry- him.
Alice Well, I hop I am Pear
brand. "Ye sons of nameless mothers !"
Then he charged them suddenly, son's Weekly.
sixteen-year-ol-
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the house.
Luke tells us that tbe
crowds which came, came not only
from Galilee but Judea and even Jerusalem. Jesus did his work so well
In the home that wherever he was, the
world wore a path to his doorway. Notice verse two; when the crowd gathered about, he spoke unto them "the
word." In this we see a parable.
Mnny a successful man, when be be
comes popular, forgets to preach tbe
pure Gospel, the Word of Life, to those
who gather, because of his reputation.
II. An Impelling Need (vv. 3:4).
This man who had paralysis, I. e., disabled on one side, was not only deprived of his sensation but his power
of motion. As to the cause of his difficulty, his previous character of life,
there is no word of suggestion. We see
abundant evidence toduy, however, to
know that many such cases are the
results of our own debaucheries and
one would gather from the courae
which Jesus pursued with this man
that perhaps his case was likewise the
result of his early sin. The teacher
might well read In this connection
Of course, this man
Luke 10:11-19- .
may not have been a prodigal son.
Nevertheless, he had as much suffering as though he had been and as far
as be himself was concerned, he was
helpless, a picture of all sinners. He,
however, had friends, very enterprising ones. And so putting him upon the
double quilt or coverlet, which could be
rolled together In a bundle of moderate
size, they carried him Into the presence of the master. In this we see a
suggestion for all, teacher and pupil
alike, that we ought to be helping others to the Savior. Each at one corner of the bed had a duty to perform.
How much better to be doing it in
unity thnn each thinking too much of
himself.
III. Jeaus Forgives and Defends His
Rights (vv. 5:12). The crowd was so
great about the house that "they could
not come nigh unto him for the press."
They were not however, discouraged;
but leaving the crowd, they went up
the usual outside stairs, bearing the
sick man with them unto the roof
which "they uncovered" literally they
dug through the flat roof made of
branches nnd twigs and covered with
earth, and which could be as easily repaired. Travelers In eastern countries
have often seen a similar act performed even In this day. They then let
down the bed or mattress by the four
corners. The roof was so low that
no cords were needed and those below
received the man from the hands of
the four upon the roof and placed him
In front of Jesus. Jesus commends
"their deed" as Indicated in all three
of the Gospel records. Not alone physical obstacles had to be overcome, but
tbe attitude of the scribes (v. 7). Was
It right, was It honest to break through
the roof of a man's house? Would
they make it good? Was the owner
glad to have had it done? Jesus did
not hesitate or speculate over such
questions, but goes at once to the issue
and snld to the man sick of the palsy,
"Son, be of good cheer, thy sins be
(are) forgiven thee." See Matthew's
and Mnrk's account. "Son," Is a word
of endearment; the word "be" Is not
as strong In the old form as the word
"are" forgiven. Jesus went at once
to the unhealed wound in the soul, the
sense of unforgiven Bin. Forgiveness
is not of the Judge who sentences "not
guilty," but a father who welcomes
and restores one to sonshlp. It is restoration to life. The Bible story of
the prodigal son and that scene pictured in the seventh chapter of Luke,
the feast where Jesus dealt with a
woman of the city, who ministers onto
him, are good Illustrations of the master's attitude of mind on this occasion.
The scribes charged blasphemy, which
Is to slander God and speak treason
against him. Blasphemy is practically uttered treason. He perceived their
Inmost thoughts and answered them
(t. 9). To forgive sin, or to command the man to rise were both di
vine acts; he could do either; he proved one by the use of the other. His
command to the young man to take
up his bed was a test to be proved by
the man's faith. That the cure was
complete we know, for he Immediately arose. To "arise" was a physical
impossibility; to "take p his bed"
permitted no relapse. "Walk" was
the use of the power which had been
granted him. Then it was that they
glorified God and ascribed honor and
glory to him as the source of this power. Wherever this man went he was
a marked man. His restoration and
new life were a walking testimonial to
the power of God and aa evidence to
the compassion of Jesus.

MOTORTRUCKS LOADED WITH SOLDIERS
BIG FACTOR IN PROSECUTION OF WAR

TRAMP PIUIITERS
LAND III PRISON
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Stow Away in Box Car and Wake
Up in Reformatory
-

-

UNCLE JIM TO RESCUE

The germ of greatnees is In every
vein, but we fall victims of arrested
development.

How ft comes to us In silent hours
Is our only armor In all passage's of lire and death.-ltul- ph
W.
Kmerson.

that truth

FRESH OYSTERS.

PLAIN

Are Jeered at Until
Oysters are usually reasonable In
price at this season, but "C'est la
Finally "Discovwar, so nothing is norAfter Three
mal In price. The usual
Servitude.
ways of preparing the
dellcute bivalve are so
Chicago. The wanderlust
called
well known that they
Gus. The wanderlust culled Bill. Gus
need no mention, the
and Bill wrapped up their worldly
following are u few methgoods and stowed themselves away In
ods which some may like
a box car. The box car would take
to try.
them to strange ports, deposit them in
Oyster Club Sandwich. Allow two
rare lands,
slices of toast for euch person. Drain
Gus was a tramp printer. Bill was
oyster, dry on a cheesecloth, dip
a trump printer. The desire for change each
In olive oil, then cracker crumbs and
had fired them both.
They nestled broil in a fine wire broiler for three
in the corner of the box car as it
minutes, turning frequently. Put two
and
rattled over the ruils. or
bumped
three oysters on a slice of buttered
fell
They
asleep, dreaming of coconut toast, udd a little salad dressing, cover
yellow-wallegroves and
towns, where
and gurnlsh
Gus would wear a mantle and a sword with another slice of toiist
with slices of broiled bacon.
and be printer to some highness, where
Oysters en hrochette are fresh oyBill could land something soft and slin- - sters
put on a skewer alternating with
pie n ml colorful.
slices of bacon. Lay the skewer across
Awake to Find Car Standing.
a pan nnd bake In a hot oven until the
When they awoke the box cur was bacon Is cooked. Serve on oblongs of
no longer In motion. Everything wus toast without
removing the skewer.
quiet. Gus and Bill crawled forward.
Oyster and Fish Pie. I'se fish flakes
"It looks," said Gus, "as If we're any oysters In equul quantities, mixed
on a siding.'
with a rich cream snuce. Have ready
"Let's bump off," suld Bill. "We a deep baked pastry shell and fill with
must be pretty far along anyway. Mny-b- e the hot mixture, cover with piecrust
we can hike the rest of It."
and place In a quick oven to brown.
Bill was thinking of the printer's Spaghetti or macaroni may be substiAvalon for which be hud set forth. tuted for the fish.
Gus, likewise mcdituting upou this
Oyster Casino. Use deep
roseate realm, slid open the box cur of oysters, allowing six to each portion.
door and the two jumped.
Into each shell put half a tenspoonful
"What ho," said Gus, "this is a rum- of strained oyster liquor, a few drops
my place."
of lemon Juice, then the oyster sprin"What ho," began Bill, when a man kled with pepper and salt and covered
bearing a gun appeared.
with buttered crumbs. On each lay a
"Move on," said the niun, "get on square of bacon and set Into the oven
to your shops or I'll report you."
for ten to twelve minutes. Serve with
The niun wus one of the guards at brown bread sandwiches.
the Pontlac reformatory.
Gus deOyster Canapes. Cut small oblongs
murred. Bill objected. The guard was of stale bread, with all the crusts refirm and strong and furthermore owned moved. Brown them In a shallow pan
a gun. Rubbing their eyes. Gus and in hot olive oil. On each piece place
Bill staggered forward and found a large raw oyster, which has been
themselves shoved Into a line that was dried on a cheesecloth. Arrange these
on an Inverted tin and place under a
forming at the door of a large
gas flame. Itemove as soon us the oyThey found themselves walking in sters are plnmp, sprinkle with suit and
this line, dazed and uncertain, Into a pepper, put a bit of butter on each and
shop from which Issued a smell of serve with lemon quarters. Poached
oysters served In green pepper shells
or in a mold of tomato Jelly served
with tomato catsup, horseradish and
lemon juice, makes u good cocktail
mixture.
Appeals to Guards
Superintendent
ers" Them
Months'

TRAIN OF WAR TRUCKS ON WAY TO FRONT.
The photograph shows a large convoy of heavy motortrucks loaded wllh
French soldiers ready to start on their last lap to the front. These great
machines are bearing some of the great burdens of the war and run hour after
hour transporting supplies, munitions, and men all over the section directly
back of the firing lines.

Device on New Model Makes It
possible to Move Auto Without
Towing It Away.

Simple Things That May Prevent
Trouble on Railroad.
SHIFT

INTO SECOND

SPEED

By WILLIAM H. STEWART, JR.)
An Item of extreme Importance to
the motorist is the proper crossing of
railroad tracks, especially crossings
where there are no gates. The usual
method Is to throttle down and drive
across in high, not bothering about
shifting to a lower gear. Consideration of the matter will show that the
engine may easily be stalled when so
handled. To drive in high gear requires a certain amount of gns. If the
amount is reduced ton much the engine
will stall. By shifting Into second
speed all such danger Is overcome.
The car may be driven across the
tracks at approximately the same rate,
but the engine is run at a speed which
removes the danger of stalling. The
distance is short and a full throttle
will insure better control and send the
machine clear If necessary.
Engine Is Choked.
Usually the driver opens the throttle
too suddenly, thus choking the engine.
Tills Is because the air valve yields
readily to the Increased suction, giving a sudden rush of air before the
sproy nozzle can respond with sufficient grsollne.
The throttle, whether
opened by hand or accelerator, should
be opened gradually enough to allow
the engine to respond.
Stalling the engine on the tracks
with the train approaching at high
speed is a ticklish experience, to say
the least. There Is no time to start
the engine, so the operator who keeps
his presence of mind uses the starter
to pull out of danger.
He quickly
shifts into low speed and presses the
starter pedal. The car moves forward
slowly, but it moves
Keeping this
fact in mind, a driver may save his life
In such an emergency and also the
lives of those with him.
Gear In 8peed.
When starting down a long, steep
grade It is advisable to leave the gears
in a speed for use In an emergency.
The rear wheels will then turn the engine, which resistance affords a very
good braking effect A light car on n
moderately steep hill will slow down
quickly and a heavier car will move
slowly enough to be tinder control.
This is called "using the engine as a
brake." It should be practiced from
time to time so that the driver may become familiar with the method.
Many drivers do not know bow to
take the bumps easily. A good way Is
to throw out the clutch and apply the
foot brake gradually.- - This relieves the
shock so that many times it may not
be noted by those riding.

AMPHIBIOUS TRUCK

IS RARE

Reason to Believe
Vehicles Will See Battlefields
"Somewhere in France."

Im-

There seems to be good reason to
believe a way has been found to foil
the persistent car thief. Among the
features included on a new automobile model is a gear-shilock which
gives this car the distinction of being thief proof. Only by towing the
car away can It be moved against the
wishes of the owner. The new lock
Is an integral part of the transmission
cover. A hardened steel tube acts as
the lock.
This tube slides Into engagement with the change gear lever,
which becomes locked solid. In this
position It becomes Impossible to move
the lever out of neutral and so engage
the gears.
The machine is locked
against theft by a light shove with the
foot on this steel tube. The key is
necessary only for unlocking.
ft

Engine It Run at Rate Which Remove
Danger of Stalling Full Throttle
Will Insure Better Control
of Machine.

1

SELF-FEEDIN-

GREASE-CU-
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Simple Device Shown in Illustration
Can Be Attached Without Altering the Axle.
The accompanying sketch shows a
grease cup which
simple
any mechanic can assemble without
This cup mny be applied
difficulty.
g
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WHAT SHALL WE HAVE FOR
NER?
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LUNGER

Many a person never dues anything
he thinka It
worth while hecauBe

isn't worth while.
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Lubricator for Pivots.

without any alterations to the automobile axle. It consists of a brass tube
threaded at both ends and of the proper size for the pipe thread In the tupped
hole of the axle. One end screws Intr
the axle, and on the other end a pipe
cap with a hole In it for the plunget
rod Is fitted. The plunger and rod with
are assema light compression-sprinbled as shown. This spring should
not be too strong lest the grease be
forced out of the bearing and wasted
The proper size spring will make
this lubricator fnr more economical
than the compression type of grease-cupThe height of the plunger above
the cap Indicates the amount of grease
which Is in the tube. W. Burr Ben
nett, In Popular Science Monthly
g

.

DIN-

DISHES.

AND ORDINARY

Now Is the timo of the year when
the housewife of Ingenuity begins to
do a little more
thinking and planning, for whutever
is served the cost
Is about double In
price. Eggs must
be used sparingly,
futs are replacing
butter even on the
In
talile
many
homes, vegetables In plenty must be
served in different ways to make them
appetizing, and rent hrnln work must
be used to keep the every-dathings
from pulling on Dip pulnte.
We are going without frosted cakes
and thus saving much sugar. A layer
cuke with n good filling needs no frosting to appeal to the nppetlte, but a
plain cuke for special occasion may bo
covered with
Eggless Icing. Boil together a cup
ful of brown sugar, half a cupful of
milk and a tenspoonful of butter
until It spins a thread, heat
like fudge and spread before It becomes too hard to spreud smoothly.
Sour cream and brown sugar boiled
together makes another most delicious
rake filling which may be used for an
y

c

Icing.

Princess
enough
Pudding. Boil
sweet pot aloes to make a pint when
mashed with a tublespoonful of butter substitute nnd two tablespoonfuls
of cream. Add to this n half cupful
of chopped nuts, two tablespoonfuls
of chopped ruislns, two tublesponufuls
of sugur, a little nutmeg and a
of cider. Beut well and bake
In an earthenware pudding dish. Serve
with cream and sugar . This Is sufficient for a family of six.
together
Pudding. Sift
Ginger
twice, two nnd n fourth cupfuls of
a
half
three
and
flour,
teaspoonfuls
of baking powder, n half teuspoonful
of suit and a tublespoonful of ginger.
Cream four tablespoonfuls of fat with
half a cupful of sugar, mix with the
flour and add n half cupful of milk
beaten Into one egg. Turn Into a
pudding mold, leaving at least
two Inches for swelling, cover and
steam two hours. Remove the cover
and dry in the oven for ten minutes.
Serve with powdered sugnr, made
creamy with two or three tablespoonfuls of crenm, with uny desired

GYPSIES USING MOTOR CARS
Traveling Bands Abandon Horses and
Covered Wagons and Are Adopting Automobile.
Even the traveling bands of gypslef
are abandoning the old style of trav-

eling through the country by horses
and covered wagons, and are adoptThis month
ing the automobile.
band of these wandering people trav
eled through Wisconsin in three auto
mobiles. The autos were decorated
with red blankets and the "kids" wen
sleeping In beds fixed on the hoods.
The machines attracted much attention as they were being driven
through.

For those who do not care to enrrj
on their windshields the more or lest
cumbersome squeegee devices, a special doth Is now to be had, prepared
chemically, for cleaning wet wind
shields. The chemical not only re
moves the mist formed by the rain, but
deposits a thin coating that prevent!
further mist from gathering.

Keep Spare Tires on Resr.
Be careful that the spare tire on
the rear of the car does not hide part
of the number plate and that the plate
Is properly lighted at night The police In many sections sre enforcing the
law very strictly and yon will find that
paying a fine is a very expensive way
to learn of such mistakes.

A New Motor Signal.
A motorist has painted the spare- tire cover, attached to the back of his
car. with black and white stripes, says
Popular Mechanics. This makes the
case very conspicuous even at night,
and so serves as an extra safeguard
collisions which art
against rear-en- d
now so frequent.

Seeing Through the Rain.

Mud Guards Save Weight.
Inflates Tire as Csr Runs.
To asjre weight a new English autoFor motorcycles there has been In
mobile has mud guards like a bicycle vented a pump that automatically fill
end single steps Instead at running a tire with air as s, machine is

In Instructing schoolchildren In knitting, they must begin with the simplest
things first and advanced to those that
are more difficult, as In anything else.
Some of the schools started out with
the
squares made of colored
yarns on No. 8 needles, and ufter that
they undertake mufflers, then wristlets.
The squares are used by the Hed Cross
by joining them to niuke small quilts
or coverlets.
Yarn and knitting needles enn he
purchased either from stores or Hed
Cross chapters.
The standardized
Red Cross needles are lu three sizes,
and their numbers uud sizes ure as follows :
Knitting needles, No. 1135-1,00inch In diameter.
Knitting needles, No. 2175-1,00Inch in diameter.
Knitting needles. No. 3200-1,00Inch In diameter.
The children use No. 3 needles. They
are first taught to "eust on" nnd to
avoid making their first stitches too
tight. Beginning on the small squares
the children practice until they cnn
make the stitches even and firm. They
must be taught to pick up a dropped
stitch und sometimes ravel out und ro- h

0

knlt u square several times. Both,
boys und girls like the work.
They are taught to splice the yarn
when it must he joined or to leave ends
two or three inches long to be darned
in. AH knots mid ridges are to be
avoided. When they have learned to
knit the squares they can tuko up the

mulllcrs. For these they must use the
regulation gray or khaki colored yarn
thut is sold for army garments, and
one pair of No. :! needles. For a muffler 'J'-- hanks of yarn ("a pound) are
needed. Cast on ."io stitches (or u few
more or less if necessary) to make a
width of 11 inches. Knit In the same
way us for the squares, with the plain
or garter stitch until the niulller is ijy
Inches long.
Wristlets may be knitted on No. 'i
needles, using one pair. They require
Va bank of yarn (Vg pound).
Cast on
4S stitches, knit 2 und purl 2 lor 12
Inches, nnd sew up, leaving 2 inches
open space for the thumb, 2 Inches below the edge. The next garment to be
taken up In the course of training Is
considerably more difficult than the
niulller, but only requires two needles.
Direction for it will be given in hii
other article.

table-spoonf-

d

So order one's Ufa as to keep ntnlil
toll nnd sufTertrif?, the faculty of happiness, and he ulilu to propagate It in

a sort of salutary contagion among
Is to do a work of
one's fellow-mefraternity In the noblest sense. Chas.
Wagner.

While eggs are so high we must
economize lu them nnd a cake which
will he moist and tasty,
WAR RATIONS.
is a welcome one.
Cake.
Apple Sauce
We have shown that it Is possible to
Cream a fourth of a lie u Utile more
saving, even when our
I
u
u
c p f
of shortening
housewives have
with a cupful of sugur,
tried to be as savdissolve one teuspoonful
ing ns possible us
of soda in a little hot
a
principle nil
water and beut It Into
their lives.
We
a cupful of si rallied apple sauce anil
cannot ask those
two cupfuls of Hour, one teuspoonful
who
are
half
of dominion, half a teuspoonful of
sturved to stive,
cloves and u pinch of ullsplce. A few
they cannot for
raisins and currants may be udded if
obvious reasons,
desired. Hake In a slow oven.
but the vast "common people" of
Chives Omelet. Wash the chives America of whom there are
"Get on to Your Shops or I'll Report
iniiny of
Willi
fine
the
cut
them
shears.
nnd
You."
us, find thut there huve been countBeut four eggs, whiles and yolks sep- less little wustes going on Hint have
varnish and pulnt. In ten minutes Gus arately. Add to the yolks four table- never
until this year been brought to
nnd Bill were properly employed In- spoonfuls of milk, a teuspoonful of
mates of the Pontiuc reformatory, mak- corn starch, a tublespooiil'ul of melted theIn attention.
cooking rice, mushes or various
ing rattan chairs for something like fut, 1111(1 suit and pepper to taste. Add cereals if sklin milk Is used the food
six cents a day.
tike chives to the yolks nnd fold in bus a much
higher nutritive value. In
"What the " asked Gus. "Where's the slilily beaten whites. Crease the
making milk soups, custards, puddings
the bossT
omelet pun with a tuhlcspooufiil of fut of various sorts, breads, cakes nnd
"We'll find him," said Bill.
and pour In Hie egg mixture. Lift Hie
milk that Is skimmed may
That evening, as the movies have it, edges of the omelet while cooking, chowders,
be used to a large extent. The fnt
Gus and BUI endeavored to gain an fold und serve garnished with parsley.
may be supplied In some cheaper form
audience with the superintendent.
Beat the whites than butter fat.
Corn Flake Kisses.
Their arguments fraught with wild and of two eggs until stiff and dry, add a
While we still have plenty of vegeangered words, appealed to the guard cupful of granulated sugar and beat tables nnd fruits the shortage of fats
as irrational. They saw not the su-- ' until well mixed, then stir in two cup- Is upon us.
Kngland and the other
perlnteiident. They received instead a fuls of corn flukes und u cupful of countries over there are feeling the
ro
down
cell, and therein they lay
coconut, stirring only long enough to stringency nnd we must use more
meditate upon the whims of fate and mix well. Drop by spoonfuls on oiled caution
with our valuable fats which
the helplessness of man.
paper nnd bake in a moderate oven. are so essential to the health and well
This recipe wlif make about thirty being of our growing children and the
Case Drags Along.
healing of the wounds of our soldiers.
For one month Gus and Bill strug-- ' macaroons.
Escal loped Oyster Plant Salsify Is
Much fat mny be saved at home by
gled against their strange destiny,
an
such
that
it
appetizing vegetable
their efforts finally attracting the at
saving every bit of surplus trimmed
more
In
be
should
ubundantly grown
from nient. trying It out nnd keeping
tention of the powers in charge. For
another month these powers struggled our home gardens. It hus the advan different kinds in separate dishes.
to
the
winter
vegeFnt from fowls may he used for alwith the fine legal point which the sit- tage of belonging
uation of the two printers offered. For tables which may be stored in cold most nil foods In which butter would
ull
winter.
a. third month the case hung fire In the climates and used
be used. After trying It out or renStuffed Onions. Take six large dering It, add water nnd let It cook.
prison court. And during this time
Gus and Bill had changed from the onions, peel and cook In salted water The water removes all bits of matechair factory into the prison print shop. until nearly done; remove from the rial which have adhered to the fat
Here "Jim" Maddignn, in charge of water and, take out the centers, chop and which often give It an undesir
the print shop, fastened an eagle eye ping them fine; season well with salt, able flavor. Charcoal Is added to some
a little fat and bread crumbs, highly flavored fats, this decreases
upon the two men.
' pepper,
"Where'd you work before they sent with an egg to hold the stuffing togeth- the Intensity of the flavor. It Is necyou up?" Inquired Uncle Jim, who, as er, adding a few spoonfuls of any essary to strain the fnt through a flanone of Chicago's foremost printers be- chopped meat or chicken or nuts of nel after using charcoal. After using
fore he took up prison work. Is a liv- different kinds. Put Into the oven and fat for any purpose, strain It, for it
bake, basting with hot water and keeps better and looks clearer.
ing encyclopedia of the trade.
Skim milk as a real food is coming
"We weren't sent up," walled Gus chicken fat
Scrape the roots and prepare them Into Its own. The only nutrient taken
and for the hundredth time the two un- fortunate tramps recited their tale of 'or boiling, cook until tender In boiling from whole milk In skimming, Is butwoe. Uncle Jim hearkened and after salted water, rut a layer or the sliced ter fnt, there is left, all of the valusalts, protein and sugar
Indulging In proper laughter at so droll vegetable In a baking dish, add a little able mineral
a turn of events championed the cause shredded codfish, then a layer of but-o- f which Is valuable In supplying heat
tered crumbs and seasoning, then add and energy, as well as tissue building
Gus and Bill in person.
Gus and Bill are now at liberty, the ' enough milk to Just cover. Bake thirty material.
wheels of Justice having finally made minutes and a dish will result that
tastes nearly as good as escnllopcd
the necessary rotations.
oysters.
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Amphibious automobiles are not altogether unfamiliar contrivances, but
motortrucks designed
primarily for military purposes are far
from usual. Such a machine has been
developed, says Popular Mechanics
Magazine. There Is reason to believe
that It will In time see the battlefields
of France. It has behaved well In recent tests and Inspired considerable
confidence In the minds of those who
have seen It perform. While carrying a
dozen passengers the car has been
driven Into rivers and lakes and cruised
the same as a motorboaL For scouting
parties and others operating In ad
vance of an army. It Is thought that
the ear should prove Immensely use
ful, especially In view of the fact that
the enemy In retiring never leaves
bridges standing.

boards.
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Watch In Laundry.
San Antonio, Tex. A watch went
through the Fort Bam Houston post
laundry, and was returned to the own
er still running.
The watch was thoughtlessly left
by the owner In the pocket of his army
shirt In the pocket It was carried to
the laundry and went through the big
washing machine. One of the laundry employees felt It in the pocket of
the shirt Just In time to save It from
going through the wringer.
The watch had not lost a second.

PITH

AND

POINT

Mothers love to make dainty finery
for their little girls at any season of
the year, but more especially now, at
the season when indoors is more Inviting than outdoors. In the North
the long winter evenings must be filled
somehow and leisurely sewing on pretty white clothes Is as much pastime
as work. Bfany mothers count on January and February as the time for getting the little one's sewing out of the
way, before the approach of Easter
compels them to give time and attention
to the more important needs of themselves.
In January dry goods stores put on
their annual sales of white goods nnd
n
models in
present their
children's frocks
assortments
are
complete and prices low, so the merchant plays Into the hands of those
patrons who count on making up lingerie and children's clothes at this
time. Styles for little folks do not
change much; there Is so little room
for Improvement In them. We all like
to see the same sheer white fabrics
trimmed with the same simple needlework, or fine embroidery and lingerie
laces that we have come to associate
always with babyhood.
new-seaso-

Andrew Francis Patrick Mahon,
a hotel porter at Sanaged
Is "broke" from doing his
dusky,
bit. Throughout the Red Cross campaign he turned over to the organization his receipts each day, minus
what It cost him for meals, and he was
the first to subscribe for a Liberty
bond, taking $1,000 worth In the name

Sewing Hint
As washgoods shrink mostly In
length, when making a dress or aprons
allow for a very wide hem at the bottom and blind baste the hem until
ready for the first wash. Then pull out
the basting and, after ironing, measure tbe proper length and stitch the
hem. By blind stitch is meant to baste
on wrong side a trifle closer than or- Plans are being made to print new
basting, leaving the stitches on
editions of the Figueira series of school dlnary side barely noticeable. Iu
s,
which are used In Uf ngnayar . right
log clothes of worsted that are likely
schools.
j to need )'ecl& In lensth make a dees
sixty-seve-

A Kansas woman last year caught
more than 300 bushels of grasshoppers

)

and by drying them and selling them
for chicken feed cleared more than
$560.
A quart of oysters is estimated

to
of
equal In nourishment
a pound of beef and no waste to be
calculated in the buying.
From the
time of the spawning season, two years
are required to produce a
oyster.
three-quarte-

n

mak-reader-

Above a dress-ufrock for the small
lady of three or four years Is pictured.
It Is made of fine batiste and narrow
val lnce. This is a frock for state occasions, like a birthday party, In the
life of the little miss. It Is, therefore.
Indulged in more luce and embroidery
than any other of her belongings..
It Is rut with a long body and a
short, full skirt, scalloped at the bottom. There is a straight piece of fine
swIss embroidery down the front set In
with lace insertion at each side. Little
Jacket fronts are set on at each side
with val edging set In a scant ruffle on the edges.
Koettes of pink satin ribbon at each
side of the front emphasize the beginning and the end of a skirt sash that
marks the joining of the waist and
skirt. A wide soft ribbon makes this
sash a very splendid affair that
matches up well with the hat of pink
ribbon and white lace. There Is a
miniature rose on Its brim. No wonder the little one Is calmly conscious of
being well dressed
'.

hem at bottom and run a
hand In the hem on wrong
will never be .noticed, and
needs altering it Is easy to
the tuck and press the hem.

tuck by
side. It
when it
take out

Gloveskin cloth frocks are extremeThey are made
vary simply, with almost no trimming
aPalL the richness of the fabric offering tbe distinctive quality. A model in
doeskin-coloregloveskin cloth ta
trimmed with beaver and Is accompanied by a (mart black velvet hat
ly popular in Paris.

d

The Santa Fe high ichool boys will
play basket ball against the Indian
School team next Friday, and the
Town girls will play the Deaf and
Dumb Institute girls team the same
evening. After the games there will
be a couple of hours of dancing and
social time by the young people.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal
.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Qver the State

Twitchell left Wednes- - William West, publisher of El
Hnwell Eearnest was appointed
and this week assumed the duties of day for Texas for a last visit with
of Tierra Amarilla, who has
Deputy Assessor of Santa Fe count- Waldo, before the latter leave for been rendering service in the preparhe
with
of
which
France
his
battery,
ation of "Questionaires" for Rio
yfirst lieutenant.
county, was in town a couple ot
Judge John R. McFie, a prominent
days this week on exemption board
resident of Gallup who for many
iVlesforo Rarela, a merchant of business.
While here he had the
years made his home in this city, was Noagiia. was a business visitor in the pleasure of meeting and visiting with
Here mis wcck on uusmcsa.
city today. He says the range col- - an uncle, Patriocio Oyaca, of Phoenix,
ditions in north western Taos court - who was visiting Santa Fe for the
1
Former Governor William C. Mo-first time in 12 years, and whom Wil- te good at the present time.
ty
lie had never met before. Mr. West
Donald, of Carrizozo, state fuel adT.
C. Kircher, forest supervi-o- r
of 'reports only a small amount of snow
ministrator, was a business visitor in
Santa Fe during the week.
alone the
tins city, has returned from an east- - a yet in the mountain
Mrs. line fif the D. & R. G. R'y.
ern visit of several weeks.
at-is
R.
Hanna
II.
Chief Justice
Kircher who is visiting friends in the
tending the Union county Teachers', south will not return for some time.
The Presbyterians will hold special!
association at Clayton to day, and!
'patriotic services at their church
will deliver aw address at the meetiMr. and Mrs. John F. Young and 'Sunday evening Feb 3rd, at which,
ngdaughter Harriett were in the city time their service flag, now being
a lew days this week on their way 'made by the young ladies of thi-- j
of
man
V. S. Miera, a business
to the San I.tiis Valley where they' church will be presented and hnngj
Cuba, Sandoval county, is in the city will visit Mr. Young's parents fur ;'in the church. The members of the
VVk'Charles
Mrs.
his
sifter
visitinn
few days.
Christian Fndeavor society have de-- ;
and imidently looking after'
Tier,
'ruled to abstain from all pleasures!
business aflatrs.
Attorney A. M. Edwards left Wed- - that entail any expense next week!
nesd.i'y for Washington, D. C, where and save the monev for the benefit!
of Ditil. president lie will represent Gallup clients of of the soldiers. The C. E. officrsl
W. R. MorK-yof the New Mexico Cattle and t'w firm nl Mrl'ic Ki!iAarH nnit Ml- - lai.n.
rt
vpnintr fnr
association
Horse growers'
passed i;: : . .. ai,ieal before the l'. S. tinThev are. Presi- vear.
ihroii 'h the citv M "idav enroute Supreme Court.
Ident, Evelyn McRride;
rc.ine from Salt Lake City.
Ident. Dorothy I.inney;
Secretary
The local lioy Scouts are busy this Isnbell Walker; Treasurer, Chas.
l,i-llcrsrli. city treasurer,
I'resiof
week
the
Jsiiiveley.
distributing copies
hv his launliters Mrs. Chest-i- r dent's Mag Day spiech. Each Scout
SclinriibT and Miss Irene llerscli
In
sir lull- f fter-- ron es. :itu
went to All)iiiieriue Tuesday. Thev ln(, recipients agree to pass them on
have returned to the city.
on as they have read same.
NEW MEXICO
Col. R. E.

Ar-ri-
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Department Meeting
A meeting of the Home and Child
Could we but know when busy days Welfare department of the Santa Fe
Woman's Club was held Tuesday
are flying
Each hour weighed down by sense afternoon at the Library. Mrs.
A great deal of
presiding.
of tasks undone,
That far away some dear one low important business was transacted.
the
from
district nurse
The
is lying,
report
,
From
Whose race on earth is nearing its committee was as follows.
October 8 to November 8, 1917, 189
last sun.
visits, 19 patients, medicine furnishCould we but know, how gladly would ed by the Woman's club, groceries
to three families by the Woman's
we hasten,
A friendly letter to the loved one Roard of Trade, clothing to three
families from Mrs. Jacob Weltmer.
send;
Or make some gift that would his From November 8 to December 8.
168
visits, 19 patients, medicine
last days brighten,
And show we thought of him before furnished by Woman's club, suppljes
sent to the families by the Woman's
the end.
COULD WE BUT KNOW

Hol-lom-

War Sabatitwtes
A unique dance was enjoyed by
Santa Fa Rod Cross
New Museum buildina; open
several Koswell young ladies members of the "Good Eats Club" the
every afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
latter part of last week at the home
Sewing, Knitting, Gauze' Work.
The affair was
of Miss Wilkinson.
Tuesday Evening Open from
JO to 10 p. m.
a "War Dance" and proved a thrilThere if work tor everyone.
ling event. Several of the club girls
All are welcome, and urged to
attended dressed in neat khaki and
come.
cadet uniforms while others were attractive in their pretty ball room
Cadet Wylie and Rupert
gowns.
were the only young men present Distinguished Visitor Hoaored
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, who has Just
and created quite a sensation apan extended visit with
pearing as two stunning blond girls, rerurned from Mrs.
Marshall, of Saa
who were the center of attraction, her daughter
charmingly enter- and dances with each were in even Dieiro. California,
Huey and Mrs. W.
greater demand than Pecos Valley jtained withat Mrs.
an "at home" Saturday
oil stock. The merry evening closed Ij. Barker
afternoon at the Laugnnn residence
with a delicious luncheon.
in honor of Mrs. Antoniette Funk,
Musical Festival
of Washington, D. C, and Mrs. GerCross
Red
of
the
bertefit
For the
ald Cassidy, of New York City. Many
were given in Albuquerque this week ladies
called at tnis nospitaDie norae
by the Fortnightly club Monday night 'during the afternoon.
at the Presbyterian church. Tuesday
afternoon Mr. Stanley Seder gave an Arthur Robinson Surprised
Several friends completely surprised
on "Music
illustrated lecture-recitAfter The War", with song numbers A. E. P. Robinson Wednesday by
by Mrs. Kathryn Grimmer Bailey. calling at his home on Grant avenue
The festival closed Tuesday night where a very happy social evening
with the grand reproduction of the was spent, the event being bis o rtn-da- y
which he tried hard to forget,
oratorio "Elijah" by the Fortnightly club chorus of 100 voices direct- although his friends would not al
safe
to
ed by Mr. Seder. It is
pre low him to do so. A. j:. r. v.. can
dict that a large amount was realiz- be consoled by the fact that birth-- !
ed from the three fine concerts, as days are just measure points, we can
Albuquerque is one of the New Mex- isee them or remember them, but we
ico cities that is very active in war need not count them.
al

Roard of Trade. From December 8,
1917 to January 8, 1918, 161 visits. 21
patients, medicine furnished by Woman's club and groceries for three
families by the Woman's Board of
T rrwle.
Miss Rorrpcn. the district
nurse reported one very destitute
family where a woman is ill and has
two children, any one who is willing to send warm bed clothes, wood
Could we but know! Ah, yes, we, and provisions to this sufferer, it work.
would be greatly appreciated, and by
know right well.
But we forget and let the chance go! calling up the district nurse, 115J,- Colfax County
sue. will sec mar. iiie injurs aic ucRed Cross Chapter is another banbv.
livered to this poor family,
ner chapter in the state, large conMourn not what's past 'tis useless
signments of garments and hospital
but arise,
Business Meeting
supplies have been shipped to the
Your duty to the living do before
A
business
the
of
meeting
regular
headquarters at Denver from time
they die.
Santa Fe Woman s Club was held to time. J. J. Connelley, treasurer
Eugene Parsons.
Tuesday afternoon at the Library of the Colfax County Red Cross
hall. Mrs. R. J. Palen presiding. Re- Chapter reported $202, receipts from
Thomas P. Gable, of Dawson, arA. Davissoti, prominent real
War
the
George
and
Mexico
New
from the Art and Literature', a dance given for the benefit af the
ports
med in the city this week to visit cta'e dealer of Roswcll, was in the
spirit and sense of Civics and Philanthropy, and Home Red Cross at Dawson, and $262.35
tin daughter Mrs. A. J. Fisher. Mr. city yesterday, and left this morn-- j
NEWS REVIEW The patrioticassumed
conin
the
Welfare
Child
of
responsibility
and
Clair
the
GaMe was
Departments from
dance
manager
for Taos county where he re
recently for the
servation of food, time and energy, were submitted. $200.00, and interest same amission given
H'.tel in this city for many years ing at Sugarite. This reto want and suffering was the amount voted hv the memministering
land' whn'h he
and was formerly state game warden.
fine
shows
to
activity on the part
where ever found and in backing up bers as the payment Thursday on port
of Red Cross branch organization
in order to raise more tood
from page four.)
(Continued
develop
b
front
the
is
soldiers
our
at
VV. 1.. Gnllelt, former
clubs
lot on Washing - workers in that section of the state.
manager of lor the soldiers.
were making the ' Polly" drag from carried on all over
cw Mexico by ton avene.building
The importance and
tin Paris and F.Iks' theatres here
or!
Medio
when
at
Dawson
who
and
children
women
men.
recently,
Sf)lnte necessj,v 0f rafsinj? funds to Union Meeting
will leave shortly for Texas, where
The Masquerade Rail given by the niilc-po.19. a fine bigi Rlack-TaThe Woman's Union of the First
are actively engaged in war work. n;d in )he work of the Y w c Aan offer has been tendered him as Rand at the Armory last evening
of
in
front
People- of all nationalities many was caled to the attcntion nf the Presbyterian church will meet at the
attempted to cross
the Wichita was attended
advertising manager
about 100 couples. ,reri
roland
by
was
struck
and
engine
religious organizations of different
hv the president Mrs. R. home of Miss Wh:twell on Marcy
Falls. Motor Company oi Wichita A good amount was realized for the tu.
Woman i , len))(,rs
lei! from the track a nncllv wounded church
denominations.
A drive wi be startcd i street next Friday afternoon FebruF ills, Texas.
paIen
benefit of the band and the event animal. The next trip bark the boys Hubs, secret orders, IIR i'i"1
a" Santa Fe the latter part-o- f
this week. ary first at 3 o'clock. The Mission,
was also most successful socially. saw the carcass near the track where S1JII.1.
laccabees evnrv woman amj pirl in the city ary department will have charge of
II
.'iai
inntti
Dr. and Mrs. Frank K. Lord and
tmiitic
and
handsome
costumes
Many
the big deer was hit.
of Columbus am
Elks, Knight
program. Rev. J. F. Horton will
rvvill be asked to contribute to this the
daughter Sheldon, left Tuesday after- were ill evidence.
..
..if i.i..
lieir '""e worthv
nnu .....
.ue
uii.nin.iiii.
"
cause, and any donations. deliveris an address. A large attendnoon for El 1'aso on a pleasure and
.ml energy to war worn.
re- - ance
earnestly desired and visitors
however small will be
business trip. While in the city Dr., William MrKc.an, of Taos, has been
ROOSEVELT
llns magnificent spirit, an expi es- - .(.ivC() ,)y ,he romrnjtt0P greatly
j
charge. are cordially welcome.
land will attend the meeting of the seilctL.(i ,y ,iu- state tax commission!
but
ol
alone
of patriotis.in
,,ion not
Mrs
GiI,ett was appointed Child Welfare Department
Dental
association . to undertake the special work of as-- !
Southwestern
.
.
.
Democrats To Hold Early Primary the fine sympathy and idealisim of .ilairnla
1...1.1 .1...-- .,
n
of .tbe committee for the
...i.:u :i 1...:....
At a meeting of the Home and
wiih-iieniK ntm luni. ,l.;
sessma large land grants, somethin
From the Lovington I. carter we the people ot this state-- represents Woman's Club and Mrs. Frank
e Child
Welfare Department of the
he is well (nullified to handle as belt.,..arn that the lea County Dem- true American man, woman and j(i,.cws
Woman's Santa l'e Woman's Club held Tueslnc
renrescnt,
won inosi oi inc i.u r orr.(jjc
oi me ciiiuiiiiiii.ii.'s i,iiiiiii,ii
nI11 a r jf.q wjl be held Sat - child, and its up to these people
j, v.
Xrade.
lo;oan cf
day afternoon a committee was apdepartment is back from a trip to- 'grants in Northern New Mexiro,
'May 11 1918 I ea County has help win tin.-- war.
pointed to provide the District Nurse
m served many years as a V. S. sitr- - aire'a-dVora county where he used his per'her ability to How did last year find us and how Red Cro
Fair
demonstrated
At the opening! of the Red Cross with clothing and necessary articles
suasive powers to induce a few lat- veyor of grant claims, and is also nr.,rirP nhntv of live candidates fori will this year leave us? The pro-- '
cnt districts to build better school well informed on actual land values. (jlc v.ir;ous COnutv offices
Fair at Wagon Mound for the proper care oi infants whose
among phets were wrong last year and tinhouses-sometare unable to furnish them.
is
!
John
particil-who" are Mrs. Sarah K. Ellis, who chances are that thev are this year'h'st week, Governor W. E. Lindsey parents
The Chairman of the Committee,
arly efficient a, accomphsh.ng.
for some time was a teacher in the the future looks pretty dark at times delivered an eloquent address to a Mrs.
B. Barker, requests
(,f
Fortales public schools. Mrs. Ellis and since we are in this terrible war, large crowd who assembled at the that allCharles
who have "baby things that
E If Hammond,
Rev
formerly an extended trip through the east
house to hear the distinguish
was
and
and
opera
freedom
for
instructor
democracy,
good
standing
Feansl'
can be used and who desire to donate
oft h e M E church here and and south. Although Santa hp
erally well liked in this community. we cannot at lord to lose, we must ed visitor and realize that it was them to this worthy cause, will adThis calls to mind that the Dem-th- e all be willinir to shoulder unr share the first tune in the history of that
.flM .m0rttlS Pa 'lhas pressesvn,:Pr;.r
be
deliediUl
to
Dae
luniseli
vise her or leave them at her house
, of the
Silver
r
parish,
burden, in carrying the cause little city to be thus honored bv the at 104 Martinez Street.
,
.
.
of
the
Chief
Executive
resigned and will go to Jacksonville, m the city, and states that.the weath-of
forward
unto
presence
of
victory.
humanity
Florida, to take charge of the Fair- rr in icw Mexico canntu ue com VorUnce of
the state. State Superintendent J. Reception for Rev. Horton
getting ready for the: MeKinley County
pared with the intense suffering from
field M. E. church in that city.
H. Wagner also made a brief talk
the
house
and
One of the most enjoyable events
election,
get
coming
the cold in east.
298
Red
has
over
Cross
Chapter
impressing the audience most favor of the season was the reception given
in order for the primary and natnei
a
In an opinion by the attorney genT
have
members
and
he
the
accomplished
first night at the Presbyterian Manse last evenably.
receipts
Arthur E. Carr, of Chama, came in the date for same so that the canerals office this week rendered at last
d
great deal of. splendid work. The were $286.21.
minister
ing for the,
night to represent the Chama didatcs will know what to do and; citizens
reahave
of
town
that
the request of Gov. Lindsey, it was
every
Port-over.
be
will
Rev. J. F. Horton, of Chicago. In the
when the agony
club
the
at
and
Cross
Red
Work
Dentins
hearing:
at
X
son to be proud of the local chapter.
V .
held that W. A. Rerryhill, county
V'X :1
Mr.
line
were
Scott, Rev.
The Deming ladies are now making receiving
A very large shipment of hospital
commissioner ot Chaves county is,
Mrs. Snyder, Mr. Snyder,
tomorrow
Horton,
new
for
the
base
surgical
dressings
of
fact
that
the
and
other
supplies, knitted garments
disqualified by virtue
h Stinking
Lake controversy.
tinder the instruction of Miss Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Scott. The
.
MIGUEL
.
articles have been sent to Denver. hospital
he is a resident of a portion of that . oAN
;
oiK
ci.. .m.i,. ' r' .i"i. t
Ti. cozy rooms in the manse were crowd:..! i ,
:
:
.u
.1
i"
is
oi
ii:irr
a
now
The
has
which
.
,,
,.
percapita
paid
county
chaples
to obtain an exclusive lease on this
wo
room is Kept open ed with merry guests during the
a
besides
life
of
Lnm"
mem.ifKe"
$107.00
sending
county,
hours from 8 to 10, and the event
nronertv from the Indian bureau, it! Thirteen Below Is Coldest Night
every day except will
The Junior
to Washington.
be pleasantly remembered by
l.as Vegas again experienced a very bersl.ip
The "Smileage Rook" drive, under being on the Jicanlla Apache reser-- :
is being organized in the Saturday and Sunday,
Cross
Red
who
availed themselves of the opcom
wnen
tne ottinignt last nignt
the direction of Mrs. F. C. Wilson, vation, and the Charrta club, and all;
Swin-jFo- r
schools
this
Prof.
week
Relief
Fund
by
War
city
deto call and meet Rev. Horto
u
nroppen
portunity
district chairman, made splendid pro-- loyal New Mexicans are strenously rial temperature
of
Che
Miss
Hornbein
school
the
The members of
Eastern Star ton who has left his eastern home
ncy and
The "Fats" and opposing this as they desire that itgrees below 7cro, although some committee
gress this week
the
for
are
of
MeKinley County
making "elaborate to take charge of a parish in the
Albuqucrqtie
"Leans" captained by Judge Roberts be kept intact as a breeding ground thermometers in town registereda Chapter.
preparations for a ball and card party western capital city. The members
tcmper-and Commisioner Williams will give for ducks in summer, and a shooting still lower. This issothefarlowest
be
to
at
the
Masonic temple of the Woman's Union of the Presgiven
this winter. Gaussion Detgado
Exiibition"
"Basketball
at the reserve for the public in general in ature recorded
- The snow is packed on the streets
A wedding of interest and which in that city Friday night February byterian church were hostesses, asunder
state
the
protecbenefit
fall,
for
the
proper
next
Friday
Armory
1st. The proceeds will be used for sisted
anl in fine condition for sleighing. came as a surprise to friends in the the
by the young ladies of the
tion.
cf this fund.
war relief fund.
Delicious reUiristian Endeavor.
i.uuwig uicm sain mis morning uai city was that of Miss Lucy Gaussion,
freshments were served in the dinhe was thinking of hitching up and of Wagon Mound and U. S. Deputy Elks Dance
Marshall Alfredo Dclgado, of Santa
The Elks will give a grand ball ning room. The table presented a
taking a drive in his sleigh.
Fe. who were married at the brides Thursday night February 7th, at their very attractive appearance with a
We solicit shipments of
o club.
A
home last week. Mr. and Mrs.
Meeting For Thrift Campaign,
supper will be gorgeous center piece of pink roses,
A meeting will he held at the court
have many friends in the state served and a pleasant time is assur- carnations and ferns.
'house tonight at which Secretary of who wish them all happiness.
ed all who will attend.
State Antonio Lucero and several
other prominent men will speak. The
meeting is for the purpose of getting
the people interested in the present
thrift campaign. Everybody invited.
j
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Vice-Pres-

Could we but know! Alas, we toil
and worry
To pile up treasure till some luckless day
There comes to us a saddening message telling,
The one we prized so much has passed away.
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RAW FURS

Important Comedy "Road Show"

from dealers and collectors and guarantee the highest
prices, liberal assortments and immediate returns.
We also buy Hides, Pelts, Goat Skins, Etc, at top Market Prices.
Correspondence invited

Benefit Dance For Red Cross
The dance to be given Friday night
at the armory by the young people
will turn its receipts over to the surgical dressing rooms of the local Red
Cross. Dancing will begin at 8:30, a
jitney plan, first five dances free.
Let us hope that everybody will attend, young and old.
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"Doing Their Bit"
In the southeastern corner of the
state Red Cross workers are busily
"doinsr their bit" in the little city
of Carlsbad. 272 garments have been
shipped to the Colorado headquart
ers.
Very Commendable
One of the bridge clubs of this
city have dispensed playing bridge
Monday afternoons, and the members are all now industriously doing
war work in the Red Cross rooms.

For The Young Poopl
Rev. J. F. Horton will preach at the
Presbyterian church Sunday evening
on the subject: "A Young Woman't
Idea of an Ideal Young Man.

Jitney Daneo

The Las Vegas young people will
give a jitney dance at the armory in
The proceed
that city to night.
will be turned to the Red Cross.
Young Peoples Party
The Sophomores of the Santa Fe
High School enjoyed a merry evening at the residence of Dr. and Mr.
James A. Rolls Saturday.
The Las Vega Elk
Will give an informal dance at the
club Wednesday night January 30tb
for the benefit of the Red Cross.

K AUNE'S
Fruits
Bananas
Grapes

Oranges
Apples

Vegetables-Cel- ery

Sweet Potatoes

WE HAVE THEM ALL

j

j

Quay County Chapter
At Tucurocari members of the local
Red Cross are energetically work- ing two days each week. 1140 sur
gical dressings, a comtort Dags ana
over 209 garments including knitted
articles have been sent to headquarters.
War Card Parties
The ladies of the Catholic church
of Roswell realized $80.00 from the
Red Cross benefit card party given
recentlv. The ladies are planning an- other big war card party to be given
in the near future for the same cause.

Bakery Goods
Coffee Cake
Apple Pie
Raisin Bread
Raisin Pie

The Modern Woodmen and Royal
Neighbors of America will hold a
joint installation of officers tonight
in I. O. O. F. hall at which all mem- hers and their families are invited.
Refreshments will be served and a
social time enjoyed by all. Las Vegas
Optic.
PIANO AT A SACRIFICE
We have on hand in the vicinity!
of Santa Fe, one of our very best
pianos. Rather than pay storage or
rcslnp this instrument to Denver, we)
will sell it to a responsible party at
a special price, on easy terms.
Or,;
we will rent the piano with the pri-- i
vilege of buying later, and apply rent
In answering,
on purchase price.
please give full references in first
letter. Address Dept. A. KNIGHT-CAPR ELL MUSIC CO.. Denver,
'Colo. No. 155.

Silver Tea
afternoon a silver tea was
Tuesday
"
"given at the home ot Mrs. L. A.
purllagey at Albuquerque for thewhich
pose of raising money with
to purchase yarn to knit sox for the
soldiers. The ladies will use a knitting machine recently purchased by
the Women of the American Army,
thus facilitating and accomplishing
the work more rapidly.

GOOD THINGS TO EAT

Joint Installation Of Officers

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Guadalupe County
Red Cross Chapter shipped 212
knitted garments to the division
headquarters at Denver a few days
ago, and in a recent letter the superintendent of garments of that city,
pronounced the work excellent and
expressed the hope that the faithful and competent workers will continue throughout the coming year.
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Mrs. Selena Tanner, Athena, Ohio.
writes: "I cannot find words to express my thanks for your kind advice. I never once thought I had catarrh of the stomach. I commenced
taking Peruna, as you directed. Mr
stomach continued to hurt me Tor
about two weeks after I began the-aiedlclne, and then It stopped. I now
hare a good appetite, while before
I was nearly tarred.''
These who object to liquid modi-iae- s
oast prawn Parana Tablets.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

FOR SALE
One five passenger Cadallac and
one five passenger Michigan for sale.
Cars in good condition. Would ex-- !
change for cattle, sheep or horses.
(No. 158. care State Record. Santa Fe,
M.
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PERUNA
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EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
LONG EXPERIENCE
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY
CORRECT PITTEtfO 07
EYE GLASSES
LAUCHLIN BUILDING
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

26

MAX FIGMAN AND LOLITA ROBERTSON IN THE FAMOUS
FARCE "NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH" THAT COMES TO THE
ELKS THEATRE MONDAY NIGHT JANUARY 28.
Maxwell Amusement Co, will offer has raised it for a charitable purpose,
Max Figman, a comedian of known and whose father has agered to give
her twice the amount for her charity.
ability at The Elks' Theatre Mon- Complication
after
complication
day January 28, in James Montgo- arises and the young broker goes
mery's stage version of Frederick through many trials in being a truthIsham's - work, "Nothing But The ful young man, but finally wins the
As the title suggests, it bet, although he nearly losses the
Truth."
A young stock girl of his heart, Mr. Figman is said
deals with truth.
parts he ha
broker, played by Mr. Figman, bets to have one of the best
his partners $10,000 he can be truth- ever attempted, and he wil have the
hours. The honey assistance of a well balanced and
ful for twenty-fou- r
he bets belongs to his fiancee, who carefully chosen cast.

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
30aK. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. Sc per K. W.
AH in excess

of the above at

per K. W.

Special Rates for Cootinf.
SANTA

FE WATER

4

LIGHT

CO.

85 MAIN

